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Introduction from the President of IT Sligo

Spring of 2020 brought a radical transformation
in our world with the arrival of Covid-19. For many
companies this meant huge changes in their
operations- impacting on orders, manufacturing
and shipments. Eventually we were asked to
curtail our operations, maintaining facilities
open only for the provision of essential
services. In the context, so many engineering
and technology companies switched overnight to
supporting the needs of healthcare
services. Products ranging from ventilators, to
face marks to hospital furniture are been
wheeled off the production lines in
engineering facilities across the country.
Indeed, our own staff at IT Sligo are using our
facilities to design and build a range of
hospital products to supply to Sligo University
Hospital and other locations.
On behalf of the country – a big thank you to all
of those companies and the staff of IT Sligo who
stepped up to support our healthcare system
in this time of national emergency
One of the consequences of the covid-19 is that IT Sligo is not hosting the Engineering and
Technology Expo on campus this year. Nevertheless, some 40% of employees in the
north-west are involved in engineering and manufacturing in some way – and this sector is hugely
important to the growth and development of the region. IT Sligo is working very closely with many
companies to support this growth here in the North- West. This year, the Institute is 50 years in
existence and throughout all those years it has maintained a strong focus on engineering
education and training. We remain the only provider of training for toolmakers in the country.
In celebrating our 50 years of age, we will be acknowledging not only our engineering education but
also the many highly successful graduates who have gone on to work for major engineering
companies and in many instances have set up their own successful businesses. It gives us great
pleasure to present this booklet to mark the strong collaboration between industry, educators and
innovators, highlighting the work of some of the best talent and expertise across Ireland. The Expo
reflects the close working relationship between IT Sligo and employers in all aspects of engineering
and technology across the region and provides a real opportunity for forthcoming graduates to meet,
discuss and engage with their future employers.
I hope you enjoy this edition and we look forward to seeing you all back on campus in 2021.

Dr Brendan McCormack President IT Sligo

Welcome from the
Head of Engineering & Design
Welcome to our virtual catalogue of the 6th Engineering
& Technology Expo in IT Sligo. Sadly, due to the Covid-19
pandemic we will not be having the Expo on campus this
year. Due to the crisis, staff and students had to leave
campus suddenly on 12th March and continue with
teaching and learning remotely. Therefore, this year we
will continue the Expo but in a remote way – by
highlighting our student projects via their posters in this
online catalogue. Some students have had to defer their
projects so we will update the brochure again in the
Autumn and print the usual limited edition for circulation
to libraries and key stakeholders nationwide.
Typically, at the Engineering & Technology Expo you see an extensive range of activities on show that
include student projects, industry exhibits and guest speakers – all aimed to inspire future engineers,
showcase our graduates, promote engineering and technology in the Northwest and to open up
engineering conversations and connections. We hope this catalogue portrays the breadth of talent of
our students and the industries that continue to support us and are keen to attract graduates to their
businesses.
In this catalogue, over sixty of our final year students showcase their projects that are the
culmination of their education in IT Sligo. We are proud that we educate students that satisfy the
needs of industry across a broad range of programmes including; civil engineering, mechanical
engineering, precision engineering & design, mechatronics, electronic & computer engineering and a
broad variety computing programmes. Many of our graduates have gone on to leadership positions in
some of the top companies in Ireland and around the globe.
The students contact details are on the posters for follow up for job opportunities etc.
We have 23 companies showcasing the leading edge in engineering and technology on the industry
promotional pages. Prospective job hunters and those interested about roles in engineering are
invited to contact these companies. We hope that primary and secondary students along with the
teachers and parents will be inspired about the potential of a career in engineering and technology.
We also showcase some of the volunteering medical device projects our staff and students have
been involved with since we have been in lockdown during this Covid-19 crisis – from setting up a
visor production line to building prototype ventilators and support ventilators and hoods.
In the Autumn edition, we will have promotional pages from each of our four engineering
departments listing each of their fulltime, online and apprenticeship courses they offer for the
manufacturing, technology and construction industry sectors. An event like this would not happen
without a great team of people on board. I would like to thank everyone who contributed across many
organisations and within IT Sligo. A special thank you to the industry steering group, our academic
and technical staff who supported the student projects, our core IT Sligo organising team, our event
manager Oli Melia, logistical partner Ocean FM and our key industry sponsor Ballina Beverages.
I hope you enjoy our virtual Engineering & Technology Expo 2020 and look forward to seeing you back
on campus next year.
Úna Parsons, Chartered Engineer, FIEI
Head of Faculty of Engineering & Design, IT Sligo
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Coca-Cola is one of the world’s most recognized brands with a
reputation for quality and excellence in everything it does.
Each and every day it expands its horizons even further reaching more
and more customers with its products.

Ballina Beverages is a state of the art concentrate manufacturing
facility in Co. Mayo and is part of the The Coca-Cola Business System.

https://www.coca-colacompany.com/careers
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Mitsubishi Electric Ireland - Dublin, Ireland

FIRST POLYMER TRAINING SKILLNET
First Polymer Training (FPT) Skillnet operates as a training network for Irish Industry and is funded
by Skillnet Ireland. While they specialise in specific polymer programmes for the plastics and
medtech industry, many programmes are aimed at the wider manufacturing sector, including a
wide range of practical maintenance programmes.
Initiated and promoted by Polymer Technology Ireland (Ibec) since 1999; First Polymer Trainings
objective is to provide subsidised technical training to industry, both at their technical training
centre in Athlone or in-company as required. The centre in Athlone is a state of the art facility with
4 injection moulding machines, an extruder, a thermoformer and purpose built maintenance
training boards.
FPT is a QQI validated provider for a number of technical programmes and has developed a
series of polymer processing and design awards since 1999. A range of free e-learning
programmes are also available, which are used to complement existing programmes.
FPT initiated a series of online polymer programmes with IT Sligo and is also involved in the
delivery of a number of modules on these programmes. Skillnet Ireland funding is also available to
subsidise the fees on this programmes.
Level 6 Certificate in Polymer Technology
B. Eng. Level 7 (Ord) Degree in Polymer Processing
B. Eng. Level 8 (Hons) Degree in Polymer Processing
Please contact FPT or visit www.firstpolymerskillnet.com for more details on all programmes.
www.firstpolymerskillnet.com

Tel: 090 6471223

email: info@firstpolymer.com

GRADUATE
ENGINEERING
PROGRAM
If you are interested in joining an
exciting company in one of
Europe’s largest industries, then
SF Engineering may be right for
you!

C

We offer Graduates different career paths within
engineering, where you will learn your trade from
experts in all areas of the SF business:
Manufacturing, Design, Project, Mechanical &
Electrical, Proposals and Sales Engineers-that’s a lot
of engineering expertise to help you succeed in
your career goals!

As one of Ireland’s leading manufacturers of
products and solutions for the global food
industry, a career at SF is beyond what you might
expect. At SF we realise that our employees are
one of the keys to our success, we look for
individuals who share our passion to succeed.
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We are growing rapidly and have Job
opportunities that would suit recent Engineering
Graduates looking to kickstart start their
engineering career with a global leader.

CMY

K

What SF Engineering can
offer you:
Structured Graduate training & development
plan-you’ll spend time in multidisciplinary teams to
gain an overall understanding of the SF business.
Learn through in-depth technical training – hands
on experience of how SF considers and presents the
best quality solutions for customers through each
engineering process, and you will play a big part in
helping us achieve this

What you can offer
SF Engineering:
Mechanical Engineering Qualification
creative innovative problem solving

-

Solidworks experience - design creation
using the latest 3D solidworks software
Strong presentation and communication
skills - concise with strong attention to detail

Career development plans - to help you achieve and
succeed in your graduate role.

Passion for Engineering with self-confidence
and a willingness to learn

Teamwork – We believe that Together Everyone
Achieves More and all employees play a big part in
the final customer solution

Full, clean driving licence preferred – you’ll
need that for customer site visits as part of
your structured ongoing training and
development

Competitive salary package

Tel:

IE +353 (0) 71 9163334

www.sfengineering.ie

Tel:

UK +44 (0) 1487 740131

info@sfengineering.ie

CONSISTENT
HIGH QUALITY

REDUCED PLATE
WARPING DURING
MACHINING

STANDARD
PARTS
FOR DIE AND
MOULD MAKING

OUTSTANDING
SERVICE

CONTINUOUS
AVAILABILITY

SHORT
LEAD TIMES

Meusburger is the market leader in the field of high-precision
standard parts. Customers all over the world make use of the
advantages of standardisation and benefit from the company‘s
over 55 years of experience in working with steel. The
product portfolio ranges from high-precision standard parts
and selected products in the field of workshop equipment to
high-quality solutions in the field of hot runner and control
systems. This makes Meusburger the reliable global partner for
making moulds, dies, jigs and fixtures.
Read more at
www.meusburger.com

Order now from our web shop!
www.meusburger.com

MANUFACTURING
AND TOOLING
on Three Continents

World-Class Mouldmaking and
Contract Manufacturing for the Healthcare Market
• Product Development
• Design for Manufacturing
• Mold Flow Analysis
• 3D Printing/Additive Manufacturing
• Ultra-Precision, High Cavitation Tooling

• Cleanroom Thermoplastic
& Silicone Moulding
• Automated & Manual Assembly
• Decorating & Packaging
• Supply Chain Management

How Can Avenue Help?
+353 (0)71 9169510
www.gwplastics.com
www.avenuemouldsolutions.ie
Avenue – A GW Plastics Company, Finisklin Business Park, Sligo, F91 AK63, Ireland

GW Avenue 168x240 Ad.indd 1

1/10/20 10:46 AM

Designing Excellence
in Ireland and
Overseas for
70 Years

Renewable Energy
Water Services
Structures
Housing / Commercial
Leisure / Recreation
Health & Safety
Planning
Environmental

Offices in Sligo, Dublin and Castlebar
Head Office:
Finisklin Business Park,
Sligo, F91 RHH9.
T: 071-9161416
E: info@jodirieland.com
W: www.jodireland.com

Who are we?

What we do?

SL Controls are an internationally recognised
industry leader in Equipment System Integration
and System Support. We deliver the highest
standard of Equipment System Integration
solutions to the Life Sciences and Technology
Sectors through the expertise and commitment of
our
team.
Our
experience
includes
the
development, programming, and validation of
automation solutions that will help you meet your
compliance objectives, enhance Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE), improve productivity and
ultimately reduce manufacturing costs.

Through our technical expertise we optimise our
customers manufacturing processes to meet their
global supply demands. Our engineers deliver
cutting edge Smart Factory and Industry 4.0
solutions in a rapidly growing, exciting, and
fast-moving sector.

Careers at SL
The next step in your career could be a position
with SL Controls. Our team includes controls
engineers, automation engineers, validation
engineers, project managers, and support
engineers.

Pension
Scheme
Service
Related
Annual
Leave

Benefits of
working at
SL Controls

Educational
Assistance

Company
Funded Social
Events

Welcome to our
smart future

www.slcontrols.com

Healthcare

EAP / Health
& Wellness
Initiatives

Full
Attendance
Reward

YOUR INNOVATION PARTNER

Litec Moulding Limited, Finisklin Business Park, Sligo
LINDAL Group
provides the
technology inside
and the design “on
top” of over 3 billion
aerosols per year.
Established in 1959
and never ceasing to
innovate, LINDAL
has become one of the global market leaders in aerosol
technology. Our products range from clean room produced
asthma inhalers to silicone dispensing systems and
premium deodorant actuators. Headquartered in Europe
we serve our customers all over the world from our plants
in Ireland, Germany, France, Italy, UK, USA, Mexico,
Brazil, Argentina and Turkey.

Lindal’s relationship with Sligo commenced in 2000,
when a wholly owned subsidiary of Litec Moulding Ltd
was created as the center of excellence for the LINDAL
Group’s injection moulded technical components. By
creating high value return for our customers, through the
generation of innovative, technically advanced solutions
Litec Moulding has
continually grown
year on year for
every one of its’
2020 years to
become a global
producer of thin wall,
high precision and
fast cycle time products. The company now operates on a
24/7 basis, employing 76 staff, producing over 5 Billion
parts per year.

This success has been made possible by Litec
Mouldings’ highly skilled specialist team dedicated to
exceeding customer expectations from design concept to
customer dock in an environment focused on achieving
Zero defect. The company philosophy is to seek
excellence through continuous improvement of all our
activities, products and services. This is encouraged
through employee engagement, involvement,
empowerment and a
process of lifelong
learning. The company
actively support and
encourage personal
development and
educational
advancement.
Litec provides
undergraduate
placement
opportunities and a
graduate development
programme. The
company is actively
involved locally with Sligo IT and also further afield with
University of Limerick, NUI Galway and Ulster University.
Lindal groups’ confidence in the diverse team based in
Sligo has been expressed in investment of over €9.7m over
the last 5 years and further planned investment in 2020 in
state-of-the-art processes and equipment to meet the
demands of today and tomorrow.
Litec Moulding part of Lindal Group is constantly on
the lookout for new talent to become part of the team to
ensure the continuing future success of the company
both in Sligo and globally with opportunities for
significant career development and progression.
If you are interested in a position with Litec Moulding
please send a Cover Letter and Curriculum Vitae to
G_LIE-humanresources@lindalgroup.com
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Join Us On Our Journey!
About Us
EPS is a water infrastructure specialist with
a workforce of over 500 people across
Ireland and the UK. As a family business
with over 50 years’ experience, our
products and services form part of your
everyday life.
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›
›

EPS works with water companies such as Irish Water in
delivering and maintaining the country’s water and
wastewater infrastructure, ensuring that Ireland has
safe, clean, drinkable water and treating wastewater
before it reaches our rivers and streams.

›

We offer a broad range of water and wastewater
treatment services across the industrial market, with
customers in the beverage, dairy, pharmaceutical and
meat processing sectors. EPS is also one of Europe’s
largest independent pump distributors.

›

What We Offer
If you want to work in an environment that is
fast-paced, continually evolving and will challenge
you, where each day is different, and your learning
never ends, then EPS is the place for you.
The chance to innovate in a collaborative
environment, using the latest digital engineering
technologies as well as continuous training and
development throughout your career.
Our €4.5m Centre for Design and Manufacturing
Excellence and Assembly in Cork provides the
opportunity to work on live multi-million euro
projects that have a genuine impact on our
environment.
Hands-on experience from the off, autonomy and
responsibility within a supportive team structure.

CMY
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Some of the career opportunities available for students
with diverse academic backgrounds.
We are always seeking students & graduates to join our team in:

›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Engineering
IT & Support Services
Business Development
Apprenticeships
Accountancy & Finance
Laboratory Testing & Analysis
Sales & Marketing
Logistics & Distribution

epswater.ie/group/careers
jobs@epswater.com

TAKE A TOUR!

Manufacturing Engineering Apprenticeship Programmes
Bachelor of Engineering in Manufacturing Engineering
(Apprenticeship) Level 7
Higher Certificate of Engineering in Manufacturing Engineering
(Apprenticeship) Level 6

The manufacturing apprenticeship programmes give business an unrivalled opportunity to grow and develop
their talent pipeline and drive business growth into the future and has gone from strength to strength in the
past three years. The Manufacturing Technician and Manufacturing Engineering apprenticeship programmes
offer higher certificate and degree awards over a two and three year period. The apprenticeship programme is
a blended combination of 70% on-the-job employer-based training and 30% off-the-job training.
These new programmes can help businesses to compete nationally and internationally by future-proofing the
organisation with a well managed talent pipeline that combines excellent educational qualifications with
special on the job training that ensures work-ready people graduate from the programmes.
Developed by the Irish Medtech Association, an Ibec network, along with a strong industry consortium and
Galway Mayo Institute of Technology (GMIT) as the lead provider these Manufacturing Engineering
apprenticeships are suitable for manufacturing companies across a wide range of sectors, eg medtech,
pharma, food, engineering, automotive, electrical. These programmes are currently offered by four academic
providers: Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Cork Institute of Technology, Limerick Institute of Technology
and Institute of Technology Sligo.

The apprenticeship has provided and excellent career path for existing
employees who may not have otherwise considered pursuing a degree.
Kevin Heffernan, Nypro

‘The Manufacturing Engineering Apprenticeship Program has been adopted as a strategic initiative to enable
Stryker Ireland achieve its long term business goals by developing an internal engineering talent pipeline. To
date the projects implements have saved Stryker $450,000.’ David Quaid, Stryker Ireland
‘Because the apprentices are straight into a practical working environment, they can add value really quickly
and integrate into the organisation well. It has been a great way to find and retain talent. I couldn’t
recommend this more highly to perspective employers.’ Greg Reddin, J&J Vision
What apprentices have to say about these apprenticeships:
 Every day you learn something new, it is an opportunity and experience like no other. Highly
recommend to anyone!’
 ‘This is a fantastic way of obtaining your degree while at the same time learning and putting into
practice key specifics of the job.’
 ‘The apprenticeship gives you the confidence to take on greater responsibilities and further develop
your career.’
Find out more on the dedicated website: www.manufacturingapprenticeships.ie
Telephone: 01- 605 1727 e-mail: trish.breen@ibec.ie

Innovative
Opportunities
Are Endless

Among an array of global locations, technologies and
products, Phillips-Medisize, a Molex company, provides
many pathways to a rewarding career.
At every stage of your career, beneﬁt from development
opportunities. Whether you’re working as an intern, a
member of our rotational program, a state recognized
tooling apprentice or an experienced professional, you
will be learning, growing, and performing rewarding work
that beneﬁts you and our customers.
With relentless commitment to a culture based on
values guided by Market-Based Management®, advance
your expectations and your career.
For more information, visit www.phillipsmedisize.com
MBM® and Market-Based Management® are registered trademarks of Koch Industries, Inc. in the United States.

© 2019 Phillips-Medisize, LLC

Mayo Sligo & Leitrim Education and Training Board (MSLETB) Provision; FET Sector:
Summary of our Services
Apprenticeships typically consists of 3 off-the-job training phases and 4 on-the-job phases. Apprenticeships Phase 1, 3, 5 and 7
are on the Job phases (placement) of 3 – 4 years. To undergo the Apprenticeship programme individuals must first be registered
by an employer. MSLETB also register apprentices for the new Generation Apprenticeships. These cover engineering, Finance,
Hospitality and ICT.
Traineeships provide job-specific training which combines direct training and a significant workplace training element (Work
Based Learning, WBL element) with an employer. All programmes lead to QQI Major awards at levels 4 to 6 on the NFQ.
Traineeships take nine - eighteen months to complete (up to 50% of which could be in the work place). Examples of
Traineeships: Hospitality Engineering, Childhood Care & Education, Healthcare Support, Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy.
Traineeships have significant Work based Learning (WBL) requiring sponsor/placement periods throughout the 6 – 18 month
programme (Block and Day release combinations).
Specific Skills Training (SST) courses are typically around 6 months to complete and are designed to meet the needs of industry
across a range of sectors. QQI accreditation is at Levels 4-6 on the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) and/or industry
specific qualifications. Examples of SST courses include, Computer Applications and Office Skills, eBusiness, MySQL, Retail Skills,
Health and Beauty, Business Administration, Construction Skills, Professional Cookery, Hospitality, Business Process
Improvement, Manual and Computerised Payroll, Precision Engineering, Software Development.
Skills for Work is a programme aimed at providing opportunities to help employees upskill to meet demands of the workplace.
Programmes are 35 hours duration delivered and designed in a flexible way to meet the needs of employer and employee.
Part-time Evening courses of typically 30 hours duration over 10 weeks provide short up-skilling modules for both unemployed
and employed persons. Examples of courses include Welding TIG, Interior Design, ECDL, CAD, Door Security, Supervisory
Management, and Start Your Own Business. Courses generally lead to accreditation at levels 4-6 on the NFQ or certification from
an Industry accrediting body.
Post Leaving Certificate(PLC) provides courses in a combination of general studies, vocational skills and opportunities for work
experience so students can enter or re-enter skilled employment in the labour market. Courses generally lead to major awards
at NFQ Levels 5 and 6. Typically courses are one full academic year.
Other Programme Areas
ecollege is the leading online learning institution in Ireland delivering online and distance training courses in business, project
management, SQL, Cisco, graphic design, web design, digital marketing, software development and basic computer literacy.
These courses are available to both employed and unemployed people who wish to update their skills. See www.ecollege.ie
Community Training provided through Community Training Centres, Local Training Initiatives and Specialist Training Providers
(for people with disabilities).
Youthreach is a 2-year full-time programme for early school leavers aged between 15-20 years of age. Programmes can include
QQI certification, Junior Certificate, and Leaving Certificate Programmes.
Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme (VTOS) provides a range of courses to meet the education and training needs of
people who are unemployed. It gives participants opportunities to improve their general level of education, get a certificate,
develop their skills and prepare for employment and further education and training. They are usually delivered over two
academic years on a full-time basis of 30 hours per week.
Back to Educational Initiative (BTEI) provides part-time Further Education programmes for young people and adults. Courses
lead to a range of accreditation at levels 1-6 on the NFQ. Adult Literacy Programmes are provided to people inside and outside
of the labour force who want to improve their communication skills, i.e. reading, writing, and numeracy and information
technology. They also provide English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL).
Support Services:
Adult Educational Guidance and Information Service helps people to make informed educational career and life choices.
For a full “Directory of our Services” see www.msletb.ie or visit www.fetchcourses.ie

•
•
•
•

Manufacture of blow moulded bottles, containers, hollow items, 5mL to 10L in size
Manufacture of injection moulded closures / vials / lids / devices to 100g
Value added activities including labelling / assembly / heat staking / packaging / printing
New product project management, delivery and scaleup

•
•
•
•

Medical devices
Diagnostics
Pharmaceutical
Veterinary

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extrusion blow moulding
Injection moulding
High / low volume production
Prototyping of injection moulded and blow moulded products
Cleanroom manufacture (ISO Class 8)
New product introduction
ISO 9001 2015 registered

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovation
Product design - design from scratch / reverse engineering
Prototyping
Testing
Tool design and build
Validation
Full scale manufacture

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3d Scanning
FDM 3D / Stereolithography 3D printing
Subtractive milling rapid prototyping
Product design
DFM Design For Manufacture
Functional prototype manufacture
Tool design / Toolroom / Product testing

THE PEM TECHNOLOGY GATEWAY
The Precision Engineering & Manufacturing (PEM) Technology Gateway, based in IT Sligo
delivers near-to market innovation & provides solutions to industry problems across the
value chain.
We provide process improvements and solutions across the product lifecycle, specialising in

Product design
and development

Manufacturing
operations

•Precision Engineering and Design
•Materials selection, synthesis and characterisation
•Product Design for Manufacturing (DfM) and Design for Assembly (DfA)
•Experimental design
•Additive manufacturing/3d printing
•Product testing
•Metrology
•Simulation modeling

•Manufacturing process modelling
•Materials synthesis and characterisation
•Process optimisation
•Machine and machining characterisation
•Inline process monitoring and control (SPC)
•Vision systems
•Failure analysis/testing
•Reliability analysis and prediction
•Metrology

Through coupling these areas of expertise together, the PEM Technology Gateway is
positioned to provide comprehensive applied research & technology services to the Irish
manufacturing industry located in the region & beyond. If you have any R&D requirements
or problems you need to solve, please feel free to contact the PEM Technology Gateway to
discuss how we can work together.
Contact: Finola Howe, PEM Technology Gateway Manager.
Email: howe.finola@itsligo.ie
Phone: + 353 (0)71 91 5530 /+353 (0)87 3671763

Who Is Ash?
Ash Technologies is an Irish company established in 1994
specialising in digital magnification and imaging solutions
designed for industry. Our award winning, internationally
recognised product design has affirmed Ash Technologies
as an innovation leader in product design, development
and image quality.
Our Inspection solutions can improve production process quality and fault detection, provide better cost
efficiencies, increase operator performance and productivity, aid training and offer a cost-effective
alternative to traditional methods.

Ash Technologies
B5, M7 Business Park,
Naas, Co. Kildare,
W91 P684, Ireland

P: +353 45 882212
E: info@ashvision.com
W: www.ashvision.com

ABBOTT IN IRELAND

Your journey begins here
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITIES

“Abbott helps improve people’s lives and I wanted
to work for a company that helps people.” – New
employee, Abbott Cherrywood

Donegal
Sligo

Cootehill

Galway

9

SITES
INNOVATING
IN IRELAND

Longford

With a long and deep presence in Ireland, Abbott is one of the country’s
largest healthcare companies with operations in all four provinces. Since
2005 Abbott has invested almost €700m in operations in Ireland. Abbott
sites manufacture products that are distributed all over the globe.

Liffey Valley
Cherrywood

Abbott in Ireland offers the opportunity to embrace city living or to
move closer to a fulfilling position closer to home with locations in
Cherrywood, Clonmel, Cootehill, Donegal, Galway, Liffey Valley,
Longford, and Sligo. We offer immense career opportunities both
within sites as well as cross-site and internationally.

Clonmel

4000
EMPLOYEES
IN IRELAND

JOIN A TEAM THAT INSPIRES YOU
PERSONAL
CONNECTION
• Recognition of performance.
• Leaders engaged in employee
well-being.

CULTURE

LEADERSHIP ACUMEN

TEAM ENVIRONMENT

• Diverse teams working across
functions and geographies.
• Innovative-driven teams.

• Positive & collaborative work
environment.
• Dedicated to patients.

• Accountability within team.
• Collaboration & support.

GROW AND DEVELOP YOUR CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

COMPETITIVE COMPENSATION

• Over 25 development programs across all
levels and functions.
• Mentoring and coaching from fully
engaged leaders.

• A variety of impactful incentive programs
to recognize performance across
functions and business units.
• Competitive Defined Contribution
pension.

Learn more and apply now at: www.ie.abbott/careers.html
Connect with us:

STRONG BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE
• Making life better for more than 130 years
with an extensive investment in Abbott in
Ireland since 1946.
• 103,000 employees worldwide making a
lasting impact on health in 160 countries.

TOP EMPLOYER
2018:

(Recent lunchtime Site Visit to the Sligo Western Distributor Road (Ph2)

Who We Are
Engineers Ireland is the voice of the engineering profession in Ireland.
Our 25,000+ members make up a community of creative professionals
delivering solutions for society.

The North West Region
Engineers Ireland North‐West are a voluntary group that cover the
counties of Sligo and Leitrim. We provide a focal point for engineers in
the region and proactively encourage their continuous professional
development (CPD) through delivery of a varied programme of
lectures, site visits, and networking events. We typically provide
upwards of 10 free CPD hours for our members per year.

Get Involved
We are always looking for volunteers and contact can be made via or
Facebook Page or through the Committee Portal
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AUTOMATED
FISH GRADER
INTRODUCTION

Shane Fowley

Brian Connellan

Andrew McClean

Michael Loughlin

RESULTS

The need for this project arose when the owner of a
fish farm expressed the desire to automate the
process of grading the fish (separating them by size)
which was at the time being done manually. This
was a time-consuming operation which proved
inefficient. The aim was to completely automate
this process. The plan from the beginning was to try
and keep the design simple and efficient while still
fulfilling the customers needs.

AIM OF STUDY
To demonstrate the theoretical knowledge gained
over the course of our study in a practical, real
world application

METHODOLOGY
Research:
Research began by taking a trip to the fish farm to
observe the manual process of grading the fish.
Then breaking it down into simple steps and
attempting to automate each step. We broke the
process into sections.
1. Pumping fish into barrel.
2. Netting them from barrel to grader.
3. Dipping the grader back into water.
4. Netting ungraded fish back into water.
Design/Planning:
The design process involved:
• Sketching ideas.
• Coming up with a method of grading.
• Figuring out a way of automating.
• Coming up with a final solution.
• Getting technical drawings with measurements
complete.

Design/Planning:
After considering the options, a concept was chose
for the automated solution. It comprised of the
winch and also a simple PLC system:
• Lift the fish in the grader out of the water.
• Dip back down into the water and shake to
ensure all the fish have fallen through.
• Lift up and tip with the assistance of the arm
design below and the bar from the aluminium
profile.
• Empty the fish into the other side of the divided
tank.

PLC/ Control:
Unfortunately we did not get time to complete the
programming of the PLC.
Quality Check:
• Winch lifted arm sufficiently.
• Could carry weight much greater than needed.
• Tipped at an angle great enough for fish to fall
into second half of divided tank as hoped.
Fabrication:
• 70% of all fabrication was in GEW.
• 30% was bought in parts.
• Aluminium profile used to ensure lightweight.

CONCLUSION

Fabrication:
• Most of the parts were fabricated in the
workshop.
• A lot of the parts were sourced in the workshop
and also fabricated there, including the base
plate, the aluminium profile and the roller bracket.
• Other materials were sourced from local
suppliers, including the winch, the grading basket
etc.

Even though we did not get to complete the
project, we still so much about the design process
while completing what we had done.
Time is a huge factor we all had to take into
account and learned a lot about in the process.
As we were working with an outside company it
gave us an opportunity what id it like to have
customer requirements and how to deal with a
customer when designing their product.
The project schedule was going to plan and we
were quite disappointed we couldn’t finish it
although were happy with what was completed to
date.

Automation
Training &
Display Unit

Mechanics
Pneumatics
Plc
Vision

Mechanics

Introduction
The Automation Training & Display Unit is a
portable, flexible, and easily adaptable teaching
aid and showcase project.

A custom made Rotary
transfer station was
designed to transport the
product from the Geneva
Wheel to the Pick and Place.
Using a rotary pneumatic
actuator, vacuum end
effector and Belt to drive the
mechanism.

Having worked in industry the team have hands
on experience of the various systems employed
by factories to move products around a system.
In conjunction with project
coordinators, it was
v
decided to combine the skills acquired during the
three year mechanical engineering programme
with the teams hands on experience to build the
training and display unit.
The unit brings together core disciplines in
automation and presents the opportunity to train
engineers and technicians whilst showcasing the
high standard of training and equipment available
to students of Mechanical Engineering at IT Sligo.

Conveyor

Pneumatics
The pneumatic system is rated for
full
factory
pressure
and
incorporates components such as
various pneumatic actuators, relays
and valve banks from industry
leaders such as Festo and ParkerOriga.
Incoming supply
air
is
fully
regulated
and
conditioned, and
an
integrated
dump valve is
connected to the
machine safety
circuit, or can be
manually
operated

Linear / Rotary
Vision Inspect

A Geneva wheel was modified
with a more powerful motor and
pulse width modulated speed
control. The input was redesigned
so conveyor could bring the
product straight into the Geneva. A
transfer slide was attached to the
under slide for product exit.

PLC
The Panasonic FP-XC60 PLC
features 30 inputs & 30 outputs in
multiple banks offering flexibility
and
scope
for
additional
functionality as future users
require.

Students are trained on FPWINGR at IT Sligo so this Panasonic
PLC is the best and most
accessible choice in this role.

Geneva
Wheel

Rotary

Vision Inspect

Vision

Networking & Integration

Cognex In-Sight vision sensors in conjunction
with Cognex In-Sight vision inspection software
offer robust and flexible industry standard
inspection capabilities to the Automation Training
and Display rig.

The Automation Training & Display Unit is set up to
be easy to re-configure for future projects or specific
training.
PLC
software
FPWIN-GR
provides
sequential
&
state transitional programming
capabilities in ladder logic as defined by IEC 61131-3 ,
the international standard for PLC languages.

The In-Sight Micro 1050 sensor boasts 128mb
of on-board job processing memory and 64mb
non-volatile flash memory, operating at a max of
60 frames per second on the user friendly InSight V4.3.0. software package.
This compact sensor features power-overethernet
(POE),
with
networking
and
programming via ethernet, or RS-232C with
Cognex I/O module. Integration with the PLC is
achieved through the trigger input and 2 discrete
outputs, set up for 24V pulse > 300ms.

The vision element runs in In-Sight 4.3.0, Cognex’ free
proprietary software.
An independent safety circuit in installed to provide
emergency shut down. This circuit also communicates
with the PLC.
Communication between these elements and a pc is
achieved via a local area network for monitoring and
programming. An industry standard Hirschmann POE
injection network switch is used to facilitate this.

Introduction:

Methodology (continued):

In the world today, we are seeing a steady rise in
the number of vehicle’s such as cars and
motorcycles choosing electric powered engines
over the conventional petrol and diesel engine. The
reason for this is due to countries pledging to
reduce their CO2 emissions and carbon footprint.
This gave the inspiration to convert an existing
internal combustion engine motorbike to an electric
powered bike. The desire was to keep the
conversion as simple and functional as possible
while having it aesthetically pleasing to the eye.

• Other manufactured parts included controller
mount, safety switch bracket and CNC engraving
top yoke

Safety:
One of the safety features of the electric motorbike
includes a battery isolator switch for turning the
electrical system on and off in case of an emergency
making it user safe.

Methodology:
Research:
The research began into the conversion of a
conventional fuel burning engine bike to an electric
powered bike by looking at:

Results:
Electric Technology:
• Electric motor chosen for project was a air cooled
synchronous Motenergy ME1114 which had a
output power of 10 KW.
• Battery technology selected for project was four
sealed lead-acid (Motobatt) batteries.
• Motor controller and contactor selected was a
SEVCON Gen 4 48 v and an Albright 24 v
contactor.

• Different types of electric motors available.
-Brushed DC motor
-Synchronous air/water cooled motor
-Hub motor
• Different types of battery technology.
-Lithium Ion
-Lithium Polymer
-Lead-Acid
• Different types of motor controller
-SEVCON
-ALLTRAX
Project Design/Management:
The design/management process involved:
• Creating a project schedule using a Gantt chart.
• Selecting electric technology.
• Sourcing a suitable motorbike.
• Designing various concepts.
• Budget planning.
• Modelling final design concept on Solidworks.

Manufacture:
• 100% of parts required to fit electric conversion
kit completed in GEW.
• Fasteners such as Allen heads, washers and nuts
all came from GEW store room.
• Charging system consisted of 48 volt battery
charger and Anderson connectors.
• Chain and sprocket mechanism used to transfer
power to rear wheel.
• 5 K Ohm Twist throttle mounted in original
position to move bike forward or reverse.
• Safety guard around sprocket and chain protect
rider from injury.

Conclusions:
Manufacture:
• All parts required to fit electric conversion kit
manufactured in the GEW.
• Mild steel used to fabricate motor plate and
battery box.
• Materials sourced from GEW and electric motor
kit sourced from Voltsport Ltd.
• 48 volt electrical system made from four 12 volt
batteries wired in series.
• Bike’s braking system rebuilt completely using
new OEM parts.

• The project ran as planned and to schedule. The
conversion from electric was successful and was
a great experience.
• The project allowed for a lot of self learning to
take place.
• The project allowed each team member to
demonstrate a range of engineering skills such as
design, fabrication, prototyping, electrics etc.
• The finished product was aesthetically pleasing
and had zero emissions.

Contact Information:
Ryan Etherington, Castlebar, Co. Mayo.
LinkedIn QR
ryanetherington@gmail.com
0870916634

Shaun Herity, Ballinfull, Co. Sligo.
shaunherity@hotmail.com
0871738134

LinkedIn QR

Donal Martin, Drogheda, Co. Louth.
donalmartin22@gmail.com
0863475359

LinkedIn QR

Heat Energy
Plant
Introduction:
• Masonite, a company that manufactures door
veneers, have a problem with their HEP
(Heat Energy Plant).
• They desire a system that will automatically
control the temperature of their furnace and
use their fuel more efficiently.
• Initially, the temperature of the furnace is
monitored manually in a control room, and
controlled by physically dumping in either
more wet or dry fuel into fuel bins.
• This is an outdated practice and we aim to
Study:and achieve a
automate thisAims
entireof
process
The
aim of this
project
was to
regulate,
control
consistent
and
desirable
Moisture
Content
and
record
the average
moisture
content for
• This
will provide
a steady
and reliable
fuels
entering into a HEP (Heat Energy Plant).
temperature.

Aims of Study:
The aim of this project was to regulate, control
and record the average moisture content for
fuels entering into a HEP (Heat Energy Plant).

Methodology (Continued):
Fabrication:
• The entirety of our project will be fabricated
in the GEW.
• Materials sourced from GEW and local
suppliers and supplied from our partner
company – Masonite.
• The majority of our project is to be cut on a
plasma-cutter.
• We will also use a variety
of other tools and
machines including but
not exclusively, lathe,
milling machine,
bandsaw, welder and
angle grinder.
PLC and Control Unit
• We will use an Allen Bradley Micrologic PLC
and a HMI unit to control the operation.
• The Infrared Moisture meter will input a
voltage to the PLC which will then be
converted to a % value.
• The PLC will be programmed to read this
voltage and control the motors with regards
to the moisture content.
• Using this method we estimate a moisture
content within 5% of the desired goal.

Methodology:
Research
There are 4 different areas where research is
necessary for the desired outcome of our
project.
• Fuel – Research begin by analysing the fuel
which was entering the HEP. It is necessary
to be aware of exactly what substances and
what varying moisture contents are entering
the furnace in order to gain control of
temperature.
• Motors - It is also necessary to research the
motors that control the rate at which fuel is
fed into the chain scrape, in order to control
the speed.
• PLC - We will search for valuable knowledge
regarding Alan Bradley PLC’s to make it
possible to control the speed of the motors.
• Moisture Meter – We will study different
types of moisture meters and choose one
with a specification suited for our project.
Design/Planning:
The design process involved:
• Selecting technology
• Develop project schedule
• Develop initial concepts
• Assign tasks among project members
• Develop SIPOC, Flowchart and Process
map.
• Model design in Solidworks

Safety:
Safety was an important factor in our design.
We plan to implement light curtains which will
cease all mechanical movement if triggered,
along with an emergency stop.

Results:

Design/Planning:
After researching all the inputs to the project, a
solution was developed for the automation of
the HEP. It comprised of a moisture meter and
a PLC.
• The relevant information was researched and
all necessary planning procedures took
place, e.g. SIPOC.
• We designed and modelled each component
using SolidWorks
• A moisture meter was fitted at the most
appropriate point for an accurate reading.

Results (Continued):
Design/Planning (Continued):
• This information is then feed back to a PLC
which is programmed to understand a
moisture reading and adjust the speed of the
motors on either the wet fuel feed or dry fuel
feed in order to maintain a consistent
temperature in the furnace.
Fabrication:
• Industrial standard components and
materials were used throughout.
• All of the project was manufactured in the
GEW.
• We used various manufacturing processes to
display our developed abilities. Such as
lathes, milling machines, welding, plasma
cutting.
• We designed the project to assemble in a
similar fashion to a jigsaw – and this was
critical in saving time during assemble.
PLC and Control Unit:
• The PLC takes an average reading of 1 value
per second for 30 seconds and output the
average Moisture %.
• On the HMI control unit we are then able to
instruct the D.F.B motor to turn on for ‘X’
amount of seconds depending on this
average Moisture reading.
• Using this method we can guarantee a
moisture content within 5% of the desired
goal.

Conclusions:
• We achieved the aim of our study.
• Research is a key in finding a solution to a
problem.
• Proper design and planning is vital at every
stage of a project.
• We got an opportunity to display skills gained
from our course.
• We received a great insight into engineering
as an industry.
• It is always important to consider the
manufacture of a product during the design
stage.

Contact:
We encourage you to
view our LinkedIn page,
where you can find
photos, videos and
progress updates on
our project. It also
provides contact details
for each member
itsligo3rdyearproject@gmail.com

Kinetic Log Splitter

Team: Seán Dever, Michael Forkan, Jason Hood & James Jackson

Introduction

The scope of this project was to design, build
and test a log splitter to meet desired
specifications using a variety of different
knowledge and skill sets from our team.
A log splitter is a piece of machinery or
equipment used for splitting firewood from
softwood or hardwood logs that have been
pre-cut into sections, usually by chainsaw or
on a saw bench.

Background

The kinetic energy of an object is the
energy that it possesses due to its motion.
It is defined as the work needed to
accelerate a body of a given mass from
rest to its stated velocity. Having gained
this energy during its acceleration, the
body maintains this kinetic energy unless
its speed changes.

Objectives







Must split a log 300mm in diameter
and 300mm in length.
Must produce 98KN of kinetic force.
Must incorporate a number of safety
features
This product must be neat, compact
and portable.
The log splitter is to be powered by
an electric motor.
Will incorporate interchangeable
wedges.

Methodology

Research:
It was clear that many variations of splitter were
commercially available, this however did not sway the
team as we saw this as an opportunity to assess and
review various designs and pick features that we felt
were best suited for our own design, “Adapt what is
useful, reject what is useless, and add what is
specifically your own.” Safety also needed to be a
main priority.

Design/Planning:
The design process involved:
 Develop project schedule
 Develop initial concepts
 Reviewing available resources
 Assign tasks among project members
 Develop detailed sketches and drawings
 Model design in Solid works.

s

Results

Our finished design fulfilled most of the
objectives:

Must incorporate a number of
safety features.

This product must be neat,
compact and portable.

The log splitter is to be powered
by an electric motor.

Will incorporate
interchangeable wedges.
As our time was cut short we did not get
to test the running gear to see would it
split the required log but we can only
presume it would have as we had
everything in place for it to work and
therefore would have fulfilled the final
two objectives:

Must split a log 300mm in
diameter and 300mm in length.

Must produce 98KN of kinetic
force.

Conclusions

 This project provided an opportunity
to display skills and knowledge
gained from the course in a practical
way.
Fabrication:
 Overall the project was a success
 Most of the parts were fabricated in the GEW
and was an excellent learning
 Materials sourced from GEW and local suppliers
experience.
 Fabricated parts include the entire frame, brackets,
 The project schedule ran according
housing, shaft, axe heads.
to plan
 It was very disappointing not too fully
complete our build due to unforeseen
circumstances as we were very close
to completing.

h

Automated
Mortise Machine
Introduction
The idea for this project came about in the
summer of 2019 when a team member was
working part time in a garden furniture
manufacturing company (Woodford Timber
Production). He was cutting mortises using a
manual mortising machine, he found the job
strenuous and the production levels were also low.
User safety on the machine was also non- existent
which was a worry for him and other staff
members.
He discussed with his employer his idea to fully
automate the current machine to increase
productivity, reduce labour and increase safety.

Safety features incorporated:
•
•
•

Pinch points clearly identified and displayed
Safeguards and shields over all moving parts
Two energy stops installedinstalled
hand reach
foot/knee reach

To convert a manual mortise machine into a fully
automated model using what equipment and
materials were available in IT Sligo General
Workshop.

Fabrication
•
•

Design and Planning

•
•

Picking a project
Forming a plan
Initial concepts
Freehand sketch's
Selecting a concept
Job assignment
Solidworks Drawings
Manufacturing
Plc Programming

After researching morticing machining and
automation, the group went through a few
different ways of automating the project. The
group than compromised on using a fully electro
pneumatic design using a plc to run the machine.
Steps taken
• Acquire sample piece to base dimensions
• Work out necessary forces to break through
the sample piece
• Find cylinders available in college
• Order in necessary parts

Paul Young, Cavan
pauldyoung97@gmail.com
S00180951

The main analysis that was focused on was the
maximum force required to drive a mortise chisel
through a 40mm dept of wood. The manual
machine required force was determined by an
operator, therefore there wasn’t a defined force
specified. From carrying out the experiments the
max force was determined using a Universal
testing machine.
All data was recorded and graphed as soon.
Max force required was 4080Nm

PLC/ Control

Aims of Study

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyse

Safety
Safety was a big aspect in the design of the
machine as well as increasing production. By
redesigning the machine and converting it to be
fully automated, it has allowed the operator to
keep at a safe distance from any moving parts. It
has also dramatically reduced the risk of injuries
which is the most important thing.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabrication (1)
All of the parts were manufactured in the GEW
Most of the parts are made from mild steel for
its adequate strength and Machinability
Materials sourced from GEW, online and from
local suppliers
Fabricated parts include soft jaws, Safety cover,
Base plate etc.

Fabrication (2)
Most components for the machine were of
custom design
Lots of Machining/Fabrication required
Not many components had to be bought in
Most standard parts supplied by college
e.g. Pneumatic cylinders, sensors, starters etc.
Sheet metal guards were fabricated to cover
pinch points.
Sensors were also used to ensure all doors are
closed
Emergency stops disables all output
All electrical wiring was completed in the GEW
With the supervision of a qualified electrician.

Patrick Lavelle, Mayo
Plavelle187@gmail.com
S00180592

The PLC programming was a large aspect in the
design and manufacture of the project. A large
amount of time and resources was used up
learning how to program the PLC. Due to the
circumstances a lot of the PLC programming wasn’t
fully completed.
• I/O count of process from siemens S7-300.
• Approximately 15 inputs and 12 outputs.
• Code was written in simatic master using
ladder logic.
• Fault finding/ trouble shooting.

Conclusion
The conversion of manual mortise machine gave us
an opportunity to put into practice the skills we
had learned throughout first and second year of
the course. As we were working with an older
machine some parts of the manufacturing process
included restoration or modification of current
parts which we all learned from, we would not
have got this opportunity with a new build.
In conclusion as a team we were happy with what
we had achieved throughout the timeline of the
project but regrettably were disappointed with the
uncontrollable time constraints. To complete the
project was the team’s main goal and had things
continued we were confident we would have.

Shane O’Donnell, Sligo
Shaneodonnell00@gmail.com
S00178340

Ryan Mullane, Sligo
mullaner083@gmail.com
S00178954

CROSSFLOW RIVER TURBINE
Jason Nweneka
Mark Kelly
Salim Al Saadi
Abdallah Alharsoosi
Introduction
The project is design, build and test a Crossflow turbine. It has to meet the
specifications It has to provide a certain voltage which is approximately 24
volts by converting the kinetic energy of water into torque and angular
velocity (with a high efficiency) into power to charge 24v batteries.

Methods and Materials
Prototype
A prototype was made before any designs could be carried out for the
turbine. Three concepts were brought forward :
Design 1 = A curved blade water turbine is a practical design to achieve, but
on the other hand it’s difficult to manufacture due to its curvature.
Design 2 = The second design is very similar to the first but bent at a
different angle, which is hard to construct like the first.
Design 3 = The third design is a straight turbine which is easier to construct
via plasma cutting of sheet metal.
Prototype testing
• Testing of the blades was achieved by using a Tachometer to determine
the speed.
• Tape was tied to a blade so the Tachometer could detect it when
spinning.
• The test was carried out on all blade concepts.

Results
Generator

• Axial flux generator consisting of six coils and magnets. This change
would increase the output voltage to 24 volts and in turn giving higher
power.
• The coils would be wound around the magnet.
• Eight magnets will be used in this rotor.
• The magnets used in the generator is a 50 X 25 X 10mm Neodymium
Block Magnet.
Stator

• The stator will consist of six coils, made out of copper wire
• Each wound with 100 turns.
• The coils will be made using a coil winder.
• The casting process would have to be done outside of College.

Results were very promising team could decide on which blade would
produce the best output with the highest Rpm which in this case was the
straight blade.

Methodology

Floats

Some research of various concepts for the design was carried out before
manufacturing began. Two ideas were brought forward :
3.1 Vertical concept:





The blades used would be similar to a vertical axis wind turbine.
The bearings should be strong enough to hold the weight of the generator.
They generator would be kept on top of the blades and will be sealed.
The turbine would be bolted at the bottom of the river.

3.2 Horizontal concept
 Blade can be either curved or straight.
 Floats will be added to allow it to be portable.
 A stator would be used instead of a motor.
 Turbine could run up to 24volts.
The team decided to go with the horizontal concept as it was less complicated to
build and the generator would be too heavy for the turbine if vertical concept was
made

Results
Design/Planning:
After the prototype test phase, a concept was agreed for the turbine. It would
be consist of :
• Floats to keep in on water
• A Generator in the form of a stator instead of a standard motor.
• The whole project would be made out of sheet metal.
The idea was then drawn up on Solidworks as shown below

The team brain-stormed some new ideas to add to the project and later
came up with the idea of adding floats.
• Added floats would make the project to be portable and allow for easy
movement.
• The floats will be made of sheet metal as it is a light material and is
already provided by the College.

Fabrication:
• The fabrication was carried out in the GEW
• 80% of the parts are made of sheet metal
• The floats were welded and sealed properly with silicone to avoid leaks.
• Parts were painted at the end of assembling

Conclusions
Figure 1. Horizontal Concept.

Figure 2. Vertical Concept.

• The project build was successful with a great learning experience.
• Work came to a halt due to a pandemic, therefore the test phase could
not be done.
• Working as a team we developed communication skills.
• Working on an energy based project has improved on each member’s
electric, mechanical and design skills.

Introduction:

Methodology (Continued):

Methodology:

This project concept was brought to our attention
by our lecturer Eamonn Price in which the topic of
conversation was on the future of our environment
and the energy 2030 campaign. Wind energy is a
renewable energy, but the expense of windfarms
and damage to our environment that goes into
these turbines and wind farms are frightening.
Even the biggest venture capital firm in the
world, Berthsire Hathaway views wind
energy in its current form unprofitable.

Design:
After Research was completed on wind turbines a
concept of the desired project was developed.
The design of the project compromised of
manufacturing a 12v axial flux generated wind
turbine.

Aims of Study:
To design a prototype for a shrouded wind turbine
that will be less intrusive on the environment, more
easily break the profitability barrier and change
wind power into a mass market product.

Research:
Background:
This team has pursued this idea, concept, and
prototype for many reasons. Firstly, looking at the
current debate around wind energy, wind power is
encountering many problems about ecology and
economies of scale.
With the world needing more sustainable,
renewable energy many look at wind as the solution.
However, as will be demonstrated in the research in
this project, wind power not only can be quite
damaging to the environment, but also struggle to
overcome the profitably barrier.
Objectives:
This project looks to examine
alternatives to large wind
turbines and the farms on which they are housed. By
looking at a more small-scale approach, with
integrated protections for wildlife, particularly birds,
it is hoped that this project can;
• Create affordable wind energy solutions for mass
market production.
• Allow better care for the environment and the
habitats that make up our ecosystems.
• Spur interest and enthusiasm amongst the wider
public that they can have a positive impact on
both the energy future of their nation and the
environment of their own communities.
Team Outings: IT Sligo Open Day /Aoela windfarm
Through the course of this project, in depth research
was conducted into the interest in renewable energy
amongst the wider public. This was achieved on the
IT Sligo Open day where a demonstration
with a wind tunnel and small model turbine
was given and a quiz/scavenger hunt and
prize give away held amongst the

Modifying the Wind tunnel:
The current wind tunnel in the college was used
along with a turbine model to begin testing.
The wind tunnel was modified to allow for the
model to be mounted and adjusted distance from
the shroud.

Manufacturing Turbine:
Manufactured a main bearing housing with a
transition bearing fit to allow for axial rotation
mounted onto a main shaft.
Wrapped copper coils for generator and created a
mould.
Created a rotating assembly to mount magnets as
well as moulding a stator to house the copper coils
for the generator.
A housing to place the blades was created.
The main generator was mounted to the bearing
housing as well as a square section to add the tail of
the turbine.
A main post was fabricated to place the turbine on
and allow to rotate in wind direction.

Assembling Purchased Turbine:
A second turbine was bought in to help with
manufacturing the shroud as time for
manufacturing the axial flux turbine was hindering
further development.

visiting students.
Also, during the project development, a trip by the
team was taken to a local wind farm to gather
information on current wind turbine design
and wind farm layout. Speaking with
engineers and project managers in this
field gave enormous positive input into
the final design of the turbine itself.

Manufacturing Shroud:
Fluid simulation on Solid works and testing on the
wind tunnel was used to gain the desired concept
Calculations were made for the shroud
manufacturing process as to know how many
sections would be needed and what slope they
would be cut at.
A Section Template was used to
The shroud sections were cut from foam building
using a template and saw.
A hot wire cutter was later used to take a small 5
degree angle off and sanded to size.
The sections were then adhered together into a
cylindrical shape.
Sanding was then conducted again to smooth the
edges showing the contour of the shroud
Mounting bars were arranged to fix the shroud to
the turbine.

Results:
Completion:
Unfortunately due to the Coronavirus pandemic our
project was cut short. For our end result, the
project would be complete with a shroud
surrounding a turbine.
The blades have a diameter of 1 meter in span but
with the shroud it collected another 0.2 meters
either side of that leaving it 1.4 meters in total. The
fin tail on the back of the turbine was to move in
the direction of the wind flow, a bearing allowing
the shroud and turbine to move to where the wind
is blowing instead of it been stationary it wouldn’t
be as efficient.
The second turbine was near the process of
completion without the shroud. This turbine would
challenge the team and showed us the difficulties
of making the parts for a turbine e.g rotor, blades
etc.

Conclusions:

• This project provided an opportunity to display
skills and knowledge gained from the course in a
practical way.
• Overall the project was not completed it was an
excellent learning experience for the team.
• The project ran on schedule for the majority and
was due to be completed on time.
Negative factors of the project Included:
• Time management, Deliveries etc.
• Researching different approaches for the shroud.
• Sourcing materials for the project.
• Designing the shroud to a strong and reliable
effect.

Sean Carrabine.
Enniscrone, Co. Sligo.

Cillian Upton.
Bonniconlon, Co. Mayo.

Niall Mcgovern.
Ballinamore, Co. Lietrim.

Patrick Finan.
Ballymoate, Co. Sligo.

carrabine13@gmail.com

cupton448@hotmail.com

niallmcgovern123@hotmail.com

patrickfinan13@gmail.com

087 092 7529

089 228 7266

087 285 1539

086 877 2556
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“The Lighthouse”
Dusk/Dawn Alarm Clock
Introduction

Surround Sound

This project aims to construct an alarm clock with
dusk/dawn simulation and Bluetooth speaker
capability. The operation of the clock could be
controlled through a dedicated Android app over
shared Wi-Fi.

The Clock is based on the Visaton’s
Fontana concept. Two small 3D printed
cones provide sound dispersion in all
directions, creating an illusion of music
coming from all around
the listener.

Display
An LCD screen connected to
the Raspberry Pi provides
time and weather info and
allows access to the settings.
It is achieved through a web
browser working in a kiosk
mode and a web page using
PHP, HTML, JS and CSS.

Control Centre
The heart of the clock is a
Raspberry Pi. It controls
LCD screen, plays music
and stays in charge of
clock’s alarm functions.

The Light
The LED
The
LED Matrix
Matrix that
that provides
provides dusk and
dawn
dawn simulations
simulations is
is controlled
controlled by PIC
microcontroller.
microcontroller. Each
Each LED
LED in the strip
strip
contains a
a chip
chip that
that allows
allows itit to
to
contains
be
be controlled
controlled individually
individually with
with
a
single data
a single
data line.
line.

The Power
The alarm clock is powered by
two PSUs. The first one is a
ready-made switching type
which provides 5V for the LCD,
PIC, LEDs and Raspberry Pi.
The second one is designed
from scratch and provides
2x30V to the audio
amplifier.

The Great Divide
The
crossover
splits
sound between tweeter
and sub-woofer located
on the top of the clock.
That gives it a better quality over a
wider range.

Conclusions

A 70W RMS amplifier is designed
for this project to match the
speaker capabilities. The PCB is
double-sided and uses power and
ground planes to deliver highquality sound and reduce any
noise to a minimum.

Grzegorz Chojnacki
BEng in Electronic Engineering
chojnackig@gmx.com
+353 85 7725 414

Contact

Feel the music

LinkedIn

Joining so many different concepts
into one is undoubtedly a very
challenging process. Not everything wants to work from scratch,
and there are pitfalls to fall in that
can add hours and days to your
plan.
However, when everything begins
to work together smoothly, it is a
fantastic reward for months of
planning, designing and building,
and helps to see how much
studying in IT Sligo extended your
knowledge.

Smart Stove

jacekmark@poczta.onet.pl

Electronic Engineering, Year 3

Introduction:

Approach (Continued):

The idea of this project arose on a fact
that in today's world many of the households are
using stoves with back boilers to heat water and
radiators.
The nature of the regular stove design is to
manually control the temperature inside the stove’s
back boiler by increasing or decreasing the air
intake flow of the stove.
The main purpose of this project is to automatize
this process which will result in higher user comfort,
lower user maintenance. Automatic temperature
control will result in less co² emission.

LCD User Control Panel contains PCB breadboard
with all components (enclosed inside project box)
and 6 switch buttons, LCD display, 5V DC input,
step motor socket, temperature sensor socket
(attached to project box enclosure).
The Android application consists of Home
Page and Device Control Page that allows a
between
real time data communication
Android device and PIC18 microcontroller.

Results:
Results:
Prior to testing of this project, the biggest area of
concern was the PIC18 software design to allow
device multitasking (to not to let the device to
freeze or to malfunction) and also Smart Stove
hardware with the user interface build.

Aim of Study:
The main aim is to control the stove’s air intake
valve with the help of the step motor that will be
controlled by PIC microcontroller.
Air intake valve will control the airflow inside the
stove which in the end will result in stove’s
back boiler temperature decrease or increase.

After software, hardware testing and
final build, Smart Stove device is
monitoring back boiler's temperature,
controlling stove’s air intake setting (manually and
automatically), sending and receiving data, and
displaying all data on LCD.

Smart Stove’s android application is connecting to
the device with the use of Bluetooth module and
allowing live data communication between App and
PIC18.

Methodology:
Air intake valve knob setting plays a significant role
in the stove’s temperature. Research began by
observing and comparing stove’s air intake valve
setting to the back boiler’s water return
pipe temperature. Pipe sensor was used to
monitor the pipe’s temperature behaviour.

LCD User Control Panel was
designed to monitor and control
PIC18F45K20 actions.
MPLAB X IDE was used for PIC
software programming.

Setting Temperature
Temperature
1-3

Decrease

4-5

Constant

6-8

Increase

Smart Stove Java Android App was developed and
designed with the use of Android Studio
Bluetooth
environment.
It’ll
allow
2-way
communication between PIC and mobile App.

Conclusion:
The main purpose and objective of this project
were to automatize the temperature control
process of the regular stove with back boiler.
Project design and build periods provided an
opportunity to display acquired skills and
gained knowledge from Bachelor Electronic
Engineering course in a practical way.
The concept of Smart Stove project could be easily
incorporated into other stoves with air intake
control.
The objective of this project
to automate the manual
temperature control process
was achieved therefore project
was deemed successful.

Contact:
Contact:
Approach:

PIC18F45K20’s
’s key modules and registers used
used:
EUSART (to transmit to and receive data from
Android App), EEPROM (to save Step Motor and
user temperature settings), ADC (analogue to
digital
conversion
to
read
and
display
temperature), Interrupts(PIC18 tasks prioritisation).

🎓 Jacek Markiewicz
🏠 Gort, Co. Galway
📱 0857535677

Sun Tracking Solar
Panel
Introduction

This project aims to track the sun’s position. It will direct the solar
panel towards the sun to
catch the maximum solar
energy. By using solar tracker, we can catch 40-50% extra
solar energy compares to
fixed solar panels.
Project Description
Arduino is the central component of the project. Arduino will receive the analogue signal
from photoresistors which are connected to
the solar panel.
Arduino will convert those analogue signal
into a digital signal by using A/D converter.
Two servo motors are connected on the digital port of Arduino that will receive the digital
signal and it will rotate the motors as per signal.
A temperature sensor is connected to the
analogue port. Arduino will convert those analogue values into digital and display data on LCD.

Expected Results

It is a dual-axis solar panel.
 Arduino will convert Analogue values in the digital signal and send it to the horizontal motor and
vertical motor.
Horizontal motor (under solar panel) can rotate
to the maximum angle of 180° and vertical motor
(at the bottom) will rotate 90° maximum.
LCD will display the data of the temp sensor.
That data will be converted in Celsius and Fahrenheit.

Block Diagram

Contact Information
Dhruvik Sorathiya
Electronic Engineering Year 3
Institute of Technology Sligo

Waveform
Generator

Introduction
A waveform generator transforms digital signals
created using a Pic microcontroller into analogue
signals which can be applied to many functions,
such as in-circuit testing and debugging.

I made the decision to develop a waveform
generator with the advice of one of my lecturers.
Creating something which can apply some of the
knowledge learned from the relevant modules
completed over the past few years, such as
embedded systems and digital signal processing.

L7. B. Eng Electronics.

Circuit Design
The PIC18F45K22 and MCP4921 DAC needed to
communicate with eachother to generate the
analogue signal required which would be read
using the Picoscope 6000 series digital
oscilloscope.. Fig 1. shows the circuit created on
Proteus software:
Fig 1. Proteus circuit

Aims of Study
The aim of this study is to program a PIC
Microcontroller to generate Digital signals which can
be converted into analogue signals by using a digital
to analogue converter (DAC). These signals will be
shown using an in circuit oscilloscope.

Methodology

Student: Stephen Morrison
S00150380

Results
 The Waveform generator generates three
waveforms using one C program. This requires
three functions to be called in User.c file.
 There is a 20 second delay between each
function.
 The Oscillscope probes make contact with the
vOut pin of the MCP4921.
 The circuit is supplied with power from two
batteries.
 One 5v Battery and one 9v battery. The 5v
supplies the PIC and the 9V supplies the DAC
.
 The entire circuit and and oscilloscope are
housed in a ESD protective container which I
cut at work to show only the oscilloscope
monitor.

SPI Bus protocol

The SPI bus protocol is a communication interface
used between a Master and slave device, in this
The project contains three main components, the PIC case the master is the PIC Microcontroller and the
microcontroller, the Digital to analogue converter
slave is the DAC. The communication between the
and the in circuit oscilloscope.
PIC and DAC requires 3 ports on each device.

Research

I researched each of the components individually and As seen in the circuit above, the PORT connections
are:
tried to understand the requirements to program
each.
RC0 ---- CS (Chip select)
RC3 ---- SCK (SPI bus clock)
I was able to use my previous experience in
RC5 ------- SD0 (Data in)
embedded systems and C programming to use
MPLAB X and Proteus software to simulate using the
components. I also used the text-book ‘PIC projects in The SPI bus protocol uses a synchronous time
system which sends an initial bit to initialize the
C’ by Dogan Ibrahim to help with writing code.
slave so it is synchronized to accept the data.
The data bits are sent individually with every clock
Design Planning
pulse before a final stop bit is sent to close out the
data communication.
The device would require a breadboard, jumper
cables, PIC18F45K22 microcontroller, MCP4921 DAC Data is sent in 2 bytes. Lower byte sends the digital
component and Picoscope Digital
data, the higher byte sends information to initialize
Oscilloscope.
the DAC.
These components would require a minimum 5v
power supply, and the Oscilloscope would be
powered via laptop.
Project Flow chart

I decided to house the completed circuit in an
Electro-static dissipative container to protect from
ESD. This container would also act as a hard-shell for
the circuit.

Conclusions

This project was an excellent way
for me to apply the skills and
experience I have gained from
previous electronics modules such
as C programming and
embedded systems to build and
work through the challenges
faced with this
project.

MCP4921 DAC
PIC18F45K22
MICROCONTROLLER

.

Introduction

Methodology/Approach

Methodology/Approach

Conclusions & Results

PCB with LCD
The design phase is critical in the creation of
a successful working prototype. The tools
already described such as the block diagram,
project timeline, project schematic and pcb
layout ensure a solid foundation is built and
are essential to the overall project.

The aim of the project was to research,
design, build and test a working prototype of
a Combustible Gas & Fire Prevention Unit.
Thankfully combustible and toxic gases are not
commonplace, but this unit is still capable of
being used in and industrial or domestic
setting.

For myself I found the Gannt chart
instrumental in keeping me on track.

This prototype is a simple, cost effective and
efficient way of detecting such gases in the
atmosphere.

Design

•

• The design phase was critical to ensure a
successful and working prototype.
• The design concept included extensive
research of the MQ-2 sensor and the PIC
microcontroller.
• Correct and detailed coding of the PIC
microcontroller was essential to ensure
optimum effectiveness of the MQ-2 sensor
(below).

The MQ-2 sensor is capable of detecting a
range of different gases including liquefied
petroleum gas, smoke, alcohol, propane,
hydrogen, methane, and carbon monoxide.
It is also capable of detecting a rise in
temperature.

•

When a detection occurs the MQ-2 sensor
send s a signal to the PIC microcontroller
which in turn sends a signal to the buzzer
to sound an alarm,. The PIC also sends a
signal to the LCD which displays the type
of detection which has occurred.

•

The PIC microcontroller also sends a
signal to turn on the ventilation system.

•

A signal is also received by the GSM
module which then sends an SMS
message to alert the user of the type of
alarm which has been received.

The block diagram (shown above) and Gannt
chart (below) were just two of the very important
tools used during the design phase of the project.

The block diagram shows the fundamental
building blocks of the project and how each
interacts with each other.

The coding of he project was probably the
most challenging aspect of the project but
proved to be very rewarding when objectives
are achieved.
The unit has the capability to detect a rise in
temperature and sound the alarm, this type of
detection is then displayed on the LCD.
For obvious reasons toxic gases have not
been tested on the unit.

While the Gannt Chart is an excellent way of first
of all determining each of the critical stages of the
project, when they need to be achieved and in
what order.

Neil Heffernan (npheffer@hotmail.com)
BEng in Electronic Engineering Level 7

Assisted driving system
Introduction
This project aimed to build a prototype assisted
driving system controlling motors on a toy car.
Which can drive on its own around a track, while
reading its surrounding's, detecting and avoiding
obstacles.

Aims and Objectives
•

Write the python code for lane detection.
Setting up the parameters so that the code can
distinguish between lanes on the road.

•

Writing the python code for machine learning and
obstacle detection.
Using library function setting up and teaching the
algorithm to be able to tell what objects are like,
being able to the difference between stop signs
and go signs

•

toy-sized car control system.
Using motors connected to a toy car that is controlled by the raspberry pie to drive and be able
to manoeuver around.

Problem
142 fatalities occurred on Irish roads last year, 75
drivers killed, 16 passengers, 16 motorcyclists, 8
pedal cyclists and 27 pedestrians. This project
hopes to lower that further by having this system
in place to prevent unnecessary crashes caused
by avoidable mistakes like people might falling
asleep at the wheel, careless driving and texting
while driving.

Build
This project uses a raspberry pie 4 as the brain
of the prototype, then using an ad on camera of
8 megapixel, ultrasonic sensors and a toy car kit
Freenove modified to connect with the raspberry pie controlling its motors.

Prototype
Function
The camera module sends a stream of pictures of
what's in front of the car to the raspberry pie as the
pie receives the pictures it can determine the lines on
the road by isolating the section the of the image
where the lanes are visible.

Raspberry pi 4 with
camera module

Freenove car kit
Then the pie read's the image trying to determine obstacles and road signs such as people and stop signs.
When the pie evaluates its surroundings it can start
driving by controlling the motors to navigate around a
track.

Project builder

Paulius Bričkus

Electronic and Computer Engineering IT Sligo
0894510712
pauliusb42@gmail.com

Bluetooth Home
Automation System

According to the title of this project as written
above, it is a Bluetooth Home Automation System
which uses an abundantly available Bluetooth
technology for the control and automation of
household appliances.

Ethical Consideration
This project will most benefit the elderly and
people who are disabled.
Bluetooth communication is safe and has no
evidence to be harmful to humans. Bluetooth
radiation is even safer than cellphone radiation
which we use every day.

2
4

Aim
The project aims at making life easier for
people in general, however, it will most
benefit the elderly and people who are not
mobile.

Project Build
My approach involves the use of an Android
device with an app developed to send
Bluetooth signals to a HC-05 Bluetooth
receiver module which then relays the
signals to a PIC18F45K20 microcontroller.
The microcontroller interprets the signals
and transmits accordingly to the relay
module as configured programmatically.

Operation
•
•
•
•

The relay module switches on or off the terminals as instructed by the microcontroller to control the loads
connected to it.
The appliances, including a fan, light bulb, a radio and a heater will take power from an external source while
the relay acts as a circuit breaker to cut-off
off and restore power flow to the appliance when switched.
switched
When switched to 'auto mode' from the app, an LM35 temperature sensor on the board works to automate
load
the switching of the heater load while an Light sensor works to automate that of the light bulb load.
In this mode, the microcontroller also sends readings on the ambient conditions from the light and
temperature sensors back to the phone for monitoring.

Prototype

The receiver circuit with the PIC Microcontroller showing possible
appliances to be controlled.
The Android mobile application

1
3
5
6

Introduction

Project Designer
Oghenefe Akpofure | Electronics and Computer Engineering, IT Sligo
+353 89 435 6315 | efe_akpofure@yahoo.com

Intelligent System for
Renewable Energy Monitoring
Introduction:
Renewable energy is a global interest
nowadays and most of the countries
around the world have a plan to implement some sort of renewable energy; Having said that, the aim of this
project is to build a device which implements a smart and efficient system
to produce clean energy. The device
uses a sun tracking solar panel and
wind tracking wind turbine to produce energy. With the aid of a microcontroller, the system would switch
the energy input between the solar
panel and the wind turbine depending on the weather and the nature of
the environment.
A system like this would help greatly
on saving our planet and it definitely
would be a step forward toward a
better future.

Results:

Methodology:
Design/Planning:

As for results:

The design process involved:

•

The microcontroller takes an
input from the LDRs placed on
either side of the solar panel.
The input results in a new angular position for the servo motor
which the solar panel is connected to.

•

The microcontroller takes an
input from the LDRs placed
around the wind turbine. The
input results in a new angular
position for the servo motor
which the wind turbine is connected to.

•

The device built will power it

•

Selecting an appropriate solar panel and wind
turbine.
• Selecting the appropriate electronic components and microcontroller
• Develop schematics, and the software
flowchart
• Develop the C code for the microcontroller
Testing:
The Arduino Uno was used in the first several
tests of the project because it had a pre-written
library to control the servo motors.
Then I had to switch a PIC 18 to build the final
device because the Arduino did not have a sufficient number of ADC channels (analog to digital
converter).

Methodology:
Research:
My research began with a previous
work experience where a sun-tracking
solar panel was created. My work is
making an updated version of that
idea by adding a wind tracking wind
turbine. To create a truly improved
idea I had to search up renewable
energy implementations around the
globe and learn from the developed
countries.
Microcontroller/Programming:
Two programs were written for the
project one for the Arduino Uno
which was used for prototyping and
the second one for the PIC microcontroller. The PIC program was written
using MPLAB-X and XC8 compiler.

Conclusion:
This device built is an efficient renewable energy generator. It met the expectations which were set during the
planning stage and it’s a success overall.
The device can power itself because a low powered microcontroller is used with it.

Contact details:
S00174918@mail.itsligo.ie
083472431

Introduction:
This particular project was selected due to the
current global situation with terrorism and defence
against such instances occurring by disrupting
hostile communications in order to end attacks as
quickly as possible minimising damage to both
property and life.
There is also a possibility of this device being used
in public areas where filtering out certain
frequencies could be useful e.g. Labs with delicate
equipment

Method:

Design Phase/Testing:

 The PIC is attached to the 2 way motors which
adjust the variable resistors which are then
attached to the jammer circuits. This allows for
the overall resistance to be changed which alters
the jamming frequency generated.
 The Digital Potentiometer allows for specified
frequencies to be chosen

A the begining of the design phase a nubmer
of deliverables were also produced these
inculded.
 Hardware block Diagram

Aims of Project:
To demonstrate the theoretical knowledge gained
over the course of our study in a practical, real
world application.
To create a device that can assist in the defence of
normal citizens from foreign and domestic instances
of terrorisim

 Gantt Chart
 A Schematic of the full project as generated in
Proteus is included below.

Hardware:
 The design itself will be made of two separate
signal jammers and 2 variable resistors all
controlled by the PIC18F45K20 Microcontroller.

Results:
Software:
 The Signal jammers are comprised of resistors,
capacitors, a variable capacitor, inductors, a 555
timer, an antenna and an LED.

 C code was used to program the pic
microcontroller along with MplabX and
the XC8 compiler.
 During the design Phase a software
flowchart was produced.

Due to some issues with getting all the parts
together for this project as well as some that I did
not originally account for this means the project has
only been tested to a small degree with only the
jammer itself.
When activated at its current level it is able to
completely jam a mobile phones signal rendering it
unable to send or receive calls while active.
That being said I still must implement the rest of the
parts which will allow for a small range of
frequencies chosen to be left clear (for use by the
emergency services) while all others are blocked.

 The holding for the variable resistors and 2 way
motors will be made from metal.

Conclusions:
Conclusion:
Christopher Kirby, Westmeath
kirbyc509@gmail.com
0892375141

• This project gave me a practical outlet for me to
test the skills I have learned while attending this
course. However it still requires a lot of work
before it is finished.
• The objective to create a device that could jam
signals was achieved.
• The project schedule ran over the time I had
originally put forward as I was far to ambitious at
first.

Introduction

Methodology (Continued)

Methodology (Continued)

• The burning of fossil fuels is an expensive
and environmentally dangerous process.
• There
There is
is no
no surprise
surprise in
in the
the rapidly
rapidly increasing
increasing
popularity of
of renewable
renewable energy.
energy.
popularity
• Renewable
Renewable energy
energy is
is a
a form
form of
of
energy that
that can
can never
never run
run out.
out.
energy

Hardware Set-up
Hardware
Set

Software Set-up
Arduino IDE:
• The Arduino uno is the microcontroller
chosen for the project.
• It is a programming environment that is clear
and simple to program and has the
capabilities to perform almost any task.
• There are many similar projects using
Arduino to use as research and help solve
any difficulties that may appear.

Aims
• The
The aim
aim of
of this
this project
project is
is to
to use
use a
a
microcontroller to tilt a solar panel in the
exact direction of the sun, to harvest as much
energy as possible.

Methodology
Single Axis vs Dual Axis
• There are two different types of solar trackers
that could have been chosen for the project,
single axis or dual axis.
1. Single axis has only one direction of
movement, along a north-south axis or eastwest axis. They can produce up to 30%
more electricity than a stationary solar
panel.
2. Dual axis solar panels can move to any
point within a 360° rotation and can produce
up to 50% more electricity than stationary
solar panels. Dual axis stands can also act
as a mirror to direct sunlight to a stationary
receiver.

1. This projects aim is to track the sun as it
moves, there is no actual work or
connections being doing with a solar panel.
2. The pan & tilt mechanism will be connected
to the microcontroller.
3. An LDR on either side of the solar panel is
connected to the Arduino board to determine
which side has more light shining on it.
4. Depending on which LDR has the most
resistance, the code wrote for the Arduino
will allow the solar to move until each LDR
resistance is equal

• The
The end
end result
result will
will be
be seen
seen by
by flashing
flashing a
a light
light
over the LDR’s on the solar panel and the
solar
solar panel
panel will
will tilt
tilt in
in the
the direction
direction of
of the
the light.
light.

DFRobot DF05BB Pan & Tilt Mechanism
• A pan & tilt mechanism is a component that
allows a mounted device, such as a camera
or a solar panel, to move in a horizontal
(pan) and vertical motion (tilt).
• Most pan & tilt mechanisms involve a motionon-motion design, which one motor controls
one axis of motion while a second motor
moves the first motor along with the other
axis.
• The pan & tilt mechanism chosen for the
project is the DFRobot DF05BB because it is
a small, lightweight component that will be
more than capable to fulfil the aims of the
project.

Results

• Another
Another beneficial
beneficial result
result of
of the
the project
project is
is the
the
knowledge
knowledge and
and experience
experience gain
gain over
over the
the
course
course of
of the
the year.
year.

Conclusions

Quality Check
• Quality check is based on the movement of
replica with respect to the position of the
sun.
• The LDR with the least resistance means it is
the LDR receiving the most sun light.
• Code wrote in Arduino handles the reading of
LDR’s and then controls movement of
motors.
• The Arduino reads the LDR’s resistance and
decides on whether to move the motor or not.

Michael O’Grady, Westport
michaelogradywestport@hotmail.com
0877650665

• The
The project
project provided
provided an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to
display skills and knowledge gained from the
course in a practical way. Overall the project
was a success and was an excellent learning
experience.
• The objective to making the solar panel
rotate in the direction of the sun was
achieved.
The main limiting factor of the project
Included:
• The timescale giving to do this project was
underestimated.
• Extra research on motors would have
improved the final outcome.
• The use of the solar panel could have been
added more, if time permitted it.

LinkedIn QR

richard.laljeet@mail.itsligo.ie
S00182681

Introduction
Augmented reality is commonly known in the
gaming community, for games such as
Pokemon Go. Where characters from the game
are seen in the real world at a real-time rate. By
using this concept of projecting models/images
in the real world at a real time rate this can help
many companies in manufacturing as well as
checking the quality of the product. By having
this type of technology at companies disposal, it
can provide many benefits such as build
efficiency, lower defects, cost reduction and a
more reliable way of training new employees.

Methodology
Research:
Being exposed to manufacturing custom
cables, it became easier to understand how
augmented reality can help during production.
Building custom cables with specific terminals
and connectors on each end can get confusing,
considering many terminals and connectors
look identical. Simply having the correct
components on the cable but on the incorrect
ends would make that product defective. By
having an augmented reality version of the
cable visually there while the product is being
built or when it is at the quality check stage, will
help prevent defects leaving the company and
ending up on the field.

Methodology (Continued)
Software:
The software which was chosen for this project
was Unity 3D with Vuforia. This program is
generally used to create games including
augmented reality games. This software will
accept 3D models which aren’t created by Unity
or Vuofira. It also enables but not limited to the
following:
•
•
•
•

Virtual Buttons
Color Material for each part
Animations
Easy conversion to installation files for
phones (Android or Apple)

When using scripts to program Virtual buttons
or animations, the program uses C Sharp as its
primary source for a programming language.

Results

Results (Continued)
Virtual Button:
The virtual button is a tool which can be used to
activate a desired option. In this project, a
virtual button will be available to the user to
toggle the description of each part and
measurement of the assembly. This will enable
the production operator to clearly see the
assembly without any disruption. The below is
an example of the primary function of a virtual
button. The first image shows a sphere with two
green squares. While hovering my finger over
the button, the second picture shows that it
changes the colour to blue squares and the
shape changed to a cylinder. The pictures are
taken from my phone through the .apk file of
this program. The last picture shows what is
actually happening in the program. The blue
square is the virtual button and the red square
is for the user to see the button as the virtual
button itself can not be seen while the program
runs.

3D Modelling:
The assembly which I’ve chosen is a simple
ground wire, which is used to simply ground
devices. This assembly typically has a label in
the middle with two ferrules on the side which
are used to contact the devices it will go in.

Planning:
Below are a few points which were considered
when designing the project:
• Colour of material must match actual build
• Measurements must be accurate to build
• Each part needs to be easily seen and
recognizable when being rotated

As can be seen in the image above two ferrules
and a label can be seen. This was replicated in
AutoCad.

Conclusion
This project was a great learning experience.
The projects main goal is to show relative
information at a real-time rate with accuracy.
The programming lessons which were taught to
us throughout this course really helped during
this project. Many obstacles such as limited
time, learning a new program were problematic
at times but were manageable.
[EMAIL]
[LINKENDIN]

Introduction

• As the focus of the project is software based,
the hardware was sourced in kit form. A
SunFounder PiCar-V kit was as the basis for
the physical structure.

• During the testing phase proper, a test plan
was developed and several aspects of the
project were analysed.
• Robustness from the point of view of light
levels was focused on in particular. As the
light level changes, so too does the
apparent colour of objects.
• The effects of colour temperature of the light
source was also analysed.
• Performance effects due to colour selected
for lane markings and signage were noted.

Objectives

• A Raspberry Pi 3 B+ was used to satisfy the
processing requirements.

Results.

• The result of this project should be a working
model car which can successfully navigate a
marked track and adjust speed in accordance
with signage.

• An
An ELP
ELP 170
170 degree
degree USB
USB webcam
webcam was
was later
later
sourced to
to replace
replace the
the initial
initial camera
camera as
as the
the
sourced
later
later had
had too
too narrow
narrow a
a field
field of
of view.
view.

As autonomous vehicles become more
sophisticated and dependable through advances
in computer vision and artificial intelligence, the
core principles remain important. The purpose of
this project is to apply a traditional computer vision
system to a model car and subsequently explore
how the system detects and interacts with objects
in its field of view.

➢ The processing required necessitated the
selection of a single board computer from the
increasing number of options available today.
• A test plan was developed to ensure correct
operation of each aspect of the project.

Build.

• To further develop an understanding of the
challenges
challenges posed
posed by
by the
the process
process of
of designing
designing a
a
system both
both in
in terms
terms of
of hardware
hardware and
and software
software
system
requirements.
• To
develop a
a working
working knowledge
knowledge of
of a
a computer
computer
To develop
vision system.
• To
To develop
develop a
a test
test plan
plan to
to map
map the
the edges
edges of
of the
the
systems abilities, and adjust the system to
increase its capabilities.

Methodology
Research.
The research phase of the project began in
September 2019.
• Research into image processing, image
analysis and machine vision was undertaken.
• An analysis of suitable platforms was carried
out, both in terms of hardware and software.

Designing/Planning.
• A Gantt chart was developed using Project
Libre software to ensure all aspects of the
project were completed on time.
• A software flowchart was developed using
Microsoft PowerPoint.
• Several
Several selection
selection matrices
matrices were
were developed
developed to
to
aid in
in the
the projects
projects development.
development. Choices
Choices
aid
included:
included:
➢ Physical
Physical structure
structure of
of the
the car,
car, whether
whether to
to chose
chose
an
an off
off the
the shelf
shelf kit
kit solution
solution or
or a
a custom
custom build,
build,
and ifif custom,
custom, what
what construction
construction method.
method.
and

• Under controlled conditions, the vehicle
performs very well, detecting and following
within the marked lanes, and detecting and
reacting correctly to selected signage.
• Several issues were highlighted during the
testing phase.
• The reliance on colour masking for both
navigation and sign detection has a
negative impact on the systems ability to
operate in varying lighting conditions. To
address this issue the code was modified to
include an adaptive element which adjusts
internal settings based on light levels
• Detection and misinterpretation of objects of
similar colour to those intended can have
unpredictable results.

• The
The assembly
assembly phase
phase began
began in
in January
January 2020
2020
and
and was
was quickly
quickly followed
followed by
by the
the programming
programming
phase.
• A “test-track” was laid out using coloured tape
on a suitable floor.

Programming.
• At the heart of the project is an open-source
software called OpenCV which consists of a
library of Python programming language
functions to allow the development of
computer vision applications.
• Several other software packages were
required for the operation of the vehicle, such
as VNC viewer, which allows remote
connection
connection to
to the
the Raspberry
Raspberry Pi,
Pi, and
and Numpy
Numpy
which
which is
is used
used by
by OpenCV.
OpenCV.
• Code
Code was
was developed
developed in
in sections,
sections, using
using the
the
Raspberry Pi
Raspberry
Pi native
native Python
Python IDE
IDE Geany,
Geany, each
each
addressing separate
addressing
separate requirements
requirements such
such as
as
navigation,
navigation, signage
signage detection
detection etc.
etc.
The code
code relies
relies on
on several
several algorithms
algorithms
• The
including
including Canny
Canny edge
edge detection,
detection, Contour
Contour
detection and
and Hough
Hough transforms.
transforms.
detection
• Colour
plays a
a vital
vital role
role in
in the
the
Colour detection
detection also
also plays
system as
as colour
colour masks
system
masks are
are used
used to
to isolate
isolate
features within
within each
each video
video frame.
frame.
features

Testing.
Testing.
•

Testing
Testing was
was initially
initially an
an ongoing
ongoing process
process as
as
adjustments were
were required
required as
as the
the system
system
adjustments
was fine
fine tuned
tuned during
during development.
development.
was

Conclusion.
• This project was selected as it was felt to
have potential to bring together many of the
skills learned during completion of the
Electronic Engineering Degree, including
design and programming skills.
• The platforms chosen were found to be
suited to this application.
• The key objectives have been met and
several skills have been acquired, such as
development of Python programming ability.
• The vehicle has succeeded in its initial aims
and the testing process has charted the
limitations of the system.

Dave Duane
Ballinasloe,
dduane82@gmail.com

Kickboxing Technique recognition vision
System, using Neural Networks
BEng in Electronic Engineering Level 8
Rory McGrath

Introduction

Results

In the Kickboxing fight game, contest scoring
has been controversial in terms of significant
strikes. Equally the technique standard is
questioned from gym to gym. The goal of this
Project is to explore the possibility of using a
neural network that could detect and count
strikes, there-by removing ambiguity often
experienced by human judging. In the
coaching arena offering the coaches a
potential tool to hone on the skills of their
students by inputting their techniques and
highlighting areas for improvement.

• Generated a data set of Kickboxing/Muay
Thai moves to train and validate the
Network on.
• Classified the images for either punch or
kick in an online JSON generator
• trained the data set to run 30 epochs and
100 steps per epoch to reduce the image
Loss/Cost to a small as possible, in this
case in the region of 0.05
• Code the network to output a bounded box
image with a MaskRCNN and bounded box
with percentage move detection. This took
3 days to train on CPU
• Coded google Collab to again bound box
an image with percentage detection using
GPU’s from the cloud, a 15 minute train
• The output from inference of both methods
provide a similar quality

Design
• Employ convolutional Network to deploy a Vision
system Technique to detect Kickboxing
Techniques
• Using a Go-Pro Camera to capture images
• Classifying Kicks and Punches in this version just
to prove functionality
• The classified images are split into training and
validation images, this split is to have different
images that the network trains on versus the
images that are input or used for validation
• Using the programming Language python to
code the logic of how the network functions,
TensorFlow, Keras, CUDA, and anaconda were all
added to allow the CPU version of MASKRCNN
run
• Detectron2 framework was also utilised as a run
off option, detectron 2 uses Google collab and
allows the user to utilise cloud based GPU’s to
faster analyse and process data on neural
networks

Method
This project began with the study of computer vision and the history
and development of Neural Networks in recent times. The move
detection was achieved through MaskRCNN, which is a frame work for
object instance segmentation. This method efficiently detects
kickboxing moves and instantly provides a colour bounded instance
mask once the move is with-in the 0.95 detection min confidence
level, which was predetermined in the configuration code. Once
detected either on an image or in video the network inference outputs
either a JPG or and MP4. The instances of move detect chosen is
masked, box bounded and a % of certainty of what the move is, the
network is trained on a data set compiled from a local gym of amateur
fighters. A fight video stream, or randomly selected internet image
must be detectable with this deployment

Additional Information
Rory McGrath
087 9812521
S00095679@mail.itsligo.ie
Navan, Co. Meath

Conclusion
• The use of this vision system in the fight
business in promising, the capability of the
methods in this project have proven to be
successful in detecting kick-boxing techniques
• Technique detection proven ccan also now be
useful to fight clubs to enhance training by
showing students correct or incorrect form.
• Future development of this work will focus on
strike count for determining fight results
• An extension will be to improve the move
library for kickboxing and potentially moving
the system to other martial arts like jujitsu,
kung-fu, Judo etc

Mask R-CNN deployment for
NFL game analysis
BEng in Electronic Engineering Level 8

Introduction

Method

Results

In recent years, professional sports have
experienced an inrush of technology. The use
of Hawkeye goal line technology has
revolutionised sports such as Tennis, Cricket
and Soccer. Player statistics are now available
real time to sports broadcast companies to
provide a richer viewing experience for the fan.
The NFL has embraced this technology but
many parts of the game are in need of machine
learning enhancing.

Research for this project included a history of computer vision and the evolution of neural networks. There are
two main aspects to the project. Field determination and object detection. Field determination involves
understanding ball positioning with respect to the NFL field markings. For this canny edge detection with the use
of a Hough transform were used. Python is used to import an image or video. The image or video is converted to
grayscale and convolved with a gaussian filter to suppress noise and smooth out the image. The image or video
then goes though a number of threshold, thinning and edge tracking steps to pronounce the edges in the
images. The use of a Hough transform then determines which edge is a line.

The aim of the study was to utilize modern
machine learning techniques to NFL game
analysis to enhance on field game decisions.
The application of the Mask R-CNN was very
successful. Training took approximately 2
days on a CPU based system and achieved a
mAP accuracy goal of 0.89 on 20 epochs. The
training dataset was also used on a second
CNN for comparison purposes. Detectron 2
was trained on Google Colab’s GPU’s. 600
epochs took approximately 20 minutes to
complete giving a mAP accuracy score of
0.81.
The canny edge/Hough transform application
proved a greater challenge. While the
application was successful on images it
proved a much greater challenge to tune the
correct parameters to suit dynamic video
analysis.

Aim of Study
This paper will seek to deploy computer vision
techniques including a convolutional neural
network (CNN) in the form of Mask R-CNN and
Canny Edge Technology to analyze NFL game
footage to aid in game decisions such as TD
and field goal determination.

The main component of the project is object detection. As the object detection will be performed on video and
image analysis, speed of recognition is paramount. For this Mask R-CNN was chosen as the preferred neural
network. Transfer learning was utilized to modify the final layers of the neural network to detect the NFL ball.
Implementation was completed through Python.

Conclusion
Additional Information
Completed Images
Frank Fogarty
087-6856122
S00184261
Maynooth, Co. Kildare

As evidenced the capability of using modern
computer vision techniques to enhance NFL
game time decisions is promising. This study
was successful in providing proof of concept
for extraction of relevant information required
for these decisions. Future extensions of the
work would focus on enhancing the canny
edge/Hough transform application for video
and also the ability to auto detect overlap of
the object detected and the field markings as
deducted by the canny edge/Hough
transform.

Introduction:
The metal detector has found a multitude of
uses in today's modern world, from security to
medicine, archaeology to humanitarian work.
This project aims to implement a new variation
to the already well-established device.
The metal detector array is a device that
detects buried metal objects and prompts the
user with a rudimentary visual outline of the
object prior to any excavation works.
Such a device could provide archaeologists
with the information required to determine the
method or tooling required to proceed, or could
greatly benefit humanitarian workers in efficient
identification of specific types of unexploded
ordnance such as landmines.

Methodology:
Research:
This project begins with research into the
operating principle of a metal detector and the
various implementations of the technology.

Methodology (Continued):
Build plan / design:
1. Build a single channel detector. This will
provide results as to the characteristics of
the coil such as detection depth and proof of
circuit functionality.
Resolution is determined by the shortest
distance between adjacent coils before
interference occurs.
2. Frame build The frame is to be constructed
of PVC materials so as to reduce spurious
results that may occur using metallic
materials.
The width of the machine is determined by
the resolution results from step 1.
3. Camera. The camera module is attached at
the correct height in the units opening . This
will take an image of the scanned area and
alter the image to include an objects outline
if detected.
4. Encoder. An encoder is incorporated to
determine the distance travelled by the unit.
This distance between scans is also
determined by the resolution from step 1.

Methodology (Continued):
Scan Circuit:
The detector circuit consists of :
•A high speed mosfet capable of withstanding
the high voltage of the reflected spike
• A shunt resistor to safely dissipate the voltage
• Clipping diodes to limit the voltage to the ADC
to between ±0.7V.

Results:
Stage 1 test with regards to determining the
coils detection characteristics presented
problems that were insurmountable. At a low
frequency and pulse width, the reflected pulse
was undetectable on the oscilloscope and the
coil began overheating after a few moments.

Operating Principle:
Metal detectors work on the science of
electromagnetism, which is the relationship
between electricity and magnetism. When
current flows through a conductor, it generates
a magnetic field around the conductor. This
magnetic field interacts with metallic objects
beneath the surface inducing eddy currents in
the objects. It is this induced magnetic field that
is detected by a receiver coil.

An alternative approach was tried in which the
coil would act as an inductor in an LC tank
circuit. This would create an oscillating sine
wave with a specific number of oscillations. Any
additional oscillations would indicate the
presence of metal in the area, but this too was
unsuccessful.

Type:
A Pulse Induction (PI) type detector was chosen
for this project as it utilizes a single coil for both
Transmit and Receive, whereas other types use
separate coils. This decision added greater
complexity to the design, but would allow a
smaller detection area which would allow for
greater resolution of the extrapolated image
when used with a larger detection array.

The ability to manipulate an image based on
analog values read from the ADC were
successful.

During the transmit phase, the coil is energised
with pulses of current. When energised, it is
encompassed by a magnetic field. When Deenergised, this field inverts and collapses
causing a reflected pulse, this reflected pulse
will have a specific decay characteristic . If an
objects is detected, this decay will take longer,
and it is this increase in the delay that is
detected.

PIC OF REFLECTED PULSE ON SCOPE

David Flynn, Galway.

All investigative efforts to resolve these issues
were ineffectual and lead to a loss of time.

Conclusions:
Operation:
The device is controlled using a raspberry pi
and operates as follows:
1. The area beneath the detection array is
scanned and the resulting values are stored
in a corresponding row of a two dimensional
array.
2. As the device travels forward, it will populate
the remaining rows of the array with the
results of the scans.
3. When the device has traversed a specified
distance, the scanned area enters the view
of the camera module and an image is
taken.
4. The results in the 2d matrix are then used to
manipulate the red values of the images
pixels thus providing a rudimentary outline
of any detected object.

Flynn.dave.aes@gmail.com

• This project provided an opportunity to learn
Python as well as to expand my knowledge
of electronics.
• Knowledge and skills gained from the
course were implemented in a practical way
and was an excellent learning experience.
• The objective to detect hidden metal objects
was unsuccessful, but will not be left
unfinished
The main stumbling blocks of the project:
• The project schedule did not go according to
plan mainly due to issues with the metal
detection circuit. This had a knock on effect
in relation to time management, writing of
code, implementation of alternative sensors
and testing of device.
• Setting up the camera to capture a specific
size image also proved problematic.

087 9681466

Rehab Data Control System
incorporating Mirror Therapy
Introduction
I chose this project due to the rapid growth in world population and the
adverse affects this is having on a struggling health care system.
Implementing the technological advances of the last decade, it is
possible to facilitate many of the health care services remotely through
wireless, mobile and cloud technologies.

Aim of Study
The aim of this project is to design and build a prototype exercise unit.
This unit will log the patients vitals and exertion during the exercise
routine and relay the data by Bluetooth to cloud storage. The
consultant can then access and assess the patients data on demand,
removing many of the restrictions encountered with on-site services.

Adam Killeen

Physician Defined Goals / Android Data display
Circuit Components
Arduino UNO microcontroller board.
Heart Rate Monitor monitors patients vitals,
Load Cell records patients exertion during exercise.
RTC tracks time lapse on an exercise cycle
Green LED indicates ‘ready’ status of unit
Red LED indicates exercise cycle in progress
Buzzer indicates exercise cycle completion

Exercise accepted or rejected based on Physician predefined weight
tolerance using a load cell.
Android receiver provides live user feedback by displaying current user
output onscreen.
Data recorded and available to Physician on demand through wireless
access.

Physician Defined Goals / Android Data display

Research
Research began by investigating what data was necessary for a physician
to make an assessment of the patients progress from a distance. The data
chosen for this analysis was:
1. Heart Rate
2. Time to complete a full cycle
3. Force exerted in grams

Expected Results
Design/Planning
The design process involved:
• Selecting suitable technologies
• Develop project schedule
• Test each element of the project
individually
• Link individual elements to achieve
overall concept

Design
After reviewing existing technologies that could be implemented in
this application, a concept was developed. The concept comprised of
the following steps using an Arduino microcontroller:
•
Monitor the patients heart rate during exercise routine
•
Measure the force exerted by the patient via the output
voltage of the load cell
•
Measure the time lapse of patient completing each cycle
•
Transmit all acquired data through Bluetooth transmitter

Exercise accepted or rejected based on Physician predefined weight
tolerance using a load cell.
Android receiver provides live user feedback by displaying current user
output onscreen.
Data recorded and available to Physician on demand through wireless
access.

Adam Killeen (S00175460)
Adam.Killeen@mail.itsligo.ie
Department of Electronic Engineering
Institute of Technology Sligo,
Ash Lane,
Sligo,
County Sligo

Methodology (Continued):

Introduction:

Specific Components
Due to the high causality rate associated with
mines, the automation of the searching
process should be a priority in order to save
the lives of those tasked with searching for
them. One of the primary search tools used is
a metal detector. Replacing a human metal
detector operator with an autonomous vehicle
equipped with a metal detector could save
lives as well as automate a manpower
intensive task

•
•
•
•
•
•

GPS Module with Active Antenna
3-axis magnetometer
DC motors
Arduino Mega
MDS-60 Metal Detector
2.8 Inch Touchscreen

Conclusion:
The aim of this project was to build a self-driving
mine detection robot. A vehicle was built that was
capable of driving a predetermined route using a
navigation combination of a magnetometer and a
GPS module. The vehicle was equipped with a
metal detector that was capable of detecting
metallic objects and could therefore detect mines
with a metallic content. The vehicle could scan an
area by increasing the number of cycles, number
of times it went up and back, or could drive to a
location if the correct bearing and distance were
input.
At the onset of the project the aim was to build a
vehicle that could travel a certain distance via GPS,
turn to a precise direction and detect metal. These
three aims were achieved and proven during
testing. This project achieved proof of concept for
the original proposal and the project can be
considered successful.

Aims of Study:
Results:

To prove the concept that mine detection
could be carried out by an automated vehicle.

With the conclusion of this project a working
prototype of a self driving mine detection robot has
been built and tested.

Methodology:
Research:
Research of current technologies attempting
automated mine detection. Also an
investigation into technologies that could be
utilised in developing a self driving mine
detection vehicle.
Design/Planning:
The design process involved:
• Selecting technology
• Develop project schedule
• Develop initial concepts
• Develop modular components
• Combine modules
• Confirm operation

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

While the concept was proven this project is a
prototype and would require further development
before it could be used in a real mine detection
operation. The vehicle, with further development
could be used in a layered approach to mine
detection . A layered approach involved using
various different tools and methods to detect
mines, this type of vehicle could be utilised, with
further development, as the first layer of detection
to increase detection and protect personnel
involved in the detection of mines. With further
development in mind this vehicle is a viable tool
for use as a self-driving mine detection robot

Distance calculation using GPS
Distance calculation using a timer
Direction calculation using a magnetometer
Direction calculation using GPS
User interface via 2.8 inch touchscreen
Touchscreen Keypad
Touchscreen Menu
Metal Detection using coil metal detector
Halts upon metal detection
Audible alarm on metal detection
Active GPS antenna for quicker fix

Overall this project achieved its aims. Each
component used has achieved its desired function
and has proven functional in tests. The inspiration
for the project came from observations of
personnel with metal detectors scanning routes
and areas for mines and remnants of war. The idea
was to investigate the possibility of removing
personnel with a metal detector from a dangerous
task and replacing them with a robotic means of
carrying out the task. The investigation has shown
that there is a viable alternative to manned mine
detection tasks when a metal detector is involved.

Kealan Power, Rush Co.Dublin
Kealan.power@outlook.com
0858409079

linkedin.com/in/kealan-power-06a3a0112

Video analysis with computer
vision for home security system
CCTV
CCTV

INTRODUCTION

AIM

INPUT VIDEO IMAGE

YOLO
CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this project is to design and implement an
automated system for video image analysis. This project is
based on analysing video materials, which were already
recorded and stored by the CCTV system.

METHOD
YOLO – You Only Look Once object detection system is
used to achieve the best results in a super quick time and
with very good output quality. YOLO is the fastest and the
best method for performing rear-time object detection. The
main advantage is its super speed up to 45 frames per
second which is better than the real-time. YOLO is the
fastest and the most accurate algorithm for real-time object
detection without losing too much precision.

RESULTS
To achieve desired output recorded video material is
analyzed and the object is detected by the YOLO system.
When the object is detected, the fragment of the video
material is saved in the separate file to simplify the further
analyze. The report is generated with all details about the
fragment of video material with the detected object, which
is saved in a separate location. All the results with
detected objects are clear and simple to use to the user.

As the importance of home security continue to increase
the various security techniques becoming more popular.
The main attraction of home security system is video
monitoring with the real-time data analysis. The most
important for home and property owners is to reduce
human labour, effort, time and costs.

YOLO OBJECT DETECTION RESULTS

The problem of efficiently organizing and analyzing
recorded videos from the CCTV system becomes more
and more important for property owners. YOLO object
detection system is one of the most developed techniques
for digital image analysis. This can be used to help
humans achieve desired output faster and cheaper. Video
analysis with computer vision for a home security system
is the best alternative to the traditional security system
where all recorded material needs to be manually
analyzed by the owner.
Implementing YOLO object detection system into a
security monitoring system is the best option to save time,
money and human effort.

CONTACT DETAILS
HOW YOLO WORKS
•
•
•
•

STEP 1 – YOLO first takes an input image.
STEP 2 – YOLO divides the input image into grids.
STEP 3 – YOLO applies image classification and
localization to each grid.
STEP 4 – YOLO predicts the bounding boxes and their
corresponding class probabilities for objects.

DAMIAN KOLANEK
prywatne81@gmail.com
Tel. 083 348 2281
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Institute of Technology
Ash Lane
Sligo
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Dynamics 365
Sinéad Curran Tomás Little Dillon McGroary Shane Corless
Institute of Technology Sligo
ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Case Management

Application Process

What is Dynamics 365?
Dynamics 365 is a combination of
CRM and ERP solutions in a
cloud service, with purpose-built
apps to help manage specific
business functions.
It is not replacing systems,
but bringing them together into
one platform. It is designed to
empower employees by enabling
Office 365 productivity tools like
Excel, SharePoint, and Skype for
Business where they need it –
within the context of business
processes, roles and jobs. While
you have the option to start with
what
you
need
and
add
applications as your business
grows, you only have to open one
system – with a unified experience
across all apps. 1.1

The team will create a membership system
based on Dynamics 365 (Internal staff) and
Dynamics 365 portals. It was up to us to decide
the company core business we choose a gym
franchise as our business.
The main requirements are:

In our project on of the main aspects of the
application on the Dynamics365 portal and the
Dynamics365 backend is the users are able to make
a case, It can be a query, question or a problem.
This is how a user can create a case on the portal.

The applications process is for a new user on
the portal to be approved by a backend user.
Here is how the user first signs up using this
form on the portal.

• Associate members with companies
• Adding cases against members + companies
• Public facing portal, with login area for
members
• Online application form
• Submit cases through the portal and CRM
• Ability to make online payments

This is how a backend user can create a case and
watch the process on this timeline.
Creating the case

This then triggers a business process flow which
has an application workflow process.

step 1.
The process

step 2.

Agile methods

Finance

As the team had never used Dynamics 365 in
college this project was something new to all
member.
We used agile methods like daily stand ups to
talk through what each person was doing and
any problems they might have.
Before anything started on the Dynamics 365
instance the team spend a good month going
through the requirements sheet researching all
about Dynamics and how to use it.

In our Dynamics 365 application as the team
have decided to use a gym franchise as the core
business, as an approved user you can choose
a type of membership and make payments
through the app, using a stripe API.
Figure1. Payments.

Figure 1.This is just an example of how after a
user enters a card will look like on the backend.

REFERENCES
The team also did Retrospectives after each
meeting each member had to say what each of
us was glad, sad and mad about the progress
that day. The team also keep a blog updated
weekly on what we do each week and what we
plan to focus on the following week.

1.1 – Codec https://www.codec.ie/microsoftsolutions/crm/dynamics-365/

Chart 1. Where we are
now.

Team Members:

Project 300

Drinkipedia

Luke Garvey – S00172774
James Coggins – S00171151
Bsc.(HONS) Computing

Introduction:
The idea for this project is to allow people to make it easier for people to create cocktails at home. The idea came from
Luke as he has spent over 5 years working in numerous bars and one in particular was very cocktail orientated. He took
on a huge interest to the whole idea of cocktails and wanted to learn more. However, was never given the opportunity to
be able to do them himself. Instead he would research them online and make them at home for family events.

Architecture:

Project Overview and Technologies Used:
This project is an Angular website which allows users to find
cocktails and access recipes and ingredients for those cocktails.
Users can log in with Facebook or Google, find the cocktails by
searching via drink name, ingredient and alphabetically. The
User can then view the cocktail, it’s ingredients and the method
to create the cocktail. This is achieved using CocktailDB API.
The technologies used in the project include:
• Node.js
• Angular
• CocktailDB API
• Firebase Hosting
• Visual Studio Code

Results/Achievements
The things we accomplished during this project include:
• Having a finished functioning website.
• Allowing users you to search and find cocktails.
• Allowing users to view the cocktail’s ingredients and method.
• Allowing users to find cocktails alphabetically by clicking a
letter and viewing the drinks that start with that letter.
• Styled the website.

Conclusion/Learnings
Things we learned from this project:
• We learned how to use an exernal api to
retrieve data for a website.
• How to work as a team and delegate tasks.
• How to use angular material.
• The importance of time management.

Next Steps/Future Work
Ways we expand the idea in future would be to:
• Allow users to create an account.
• Develop a Mobile app.
Conclusion and Learnings:
• Add a create cocktail feature.
• Create our own cocktail database.
• Allow users to save the favourite cocktails.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Luke Garvey - luke.garvey@mail.itsligo.ie

James Coggins - james.coggins@mail.itsligo.ie
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Diabetic Tracker
Tracking & Medical Monitoring

Overview

The purpose of this project is to provide people
with diabetes, an accurate tracking system and
to avail of remote medical monitoring of thier
condition

Features

Remote medical monitoring.
A medical profesional can remotely
monitor patients records and can adjust
patient medication remotely.
Accurate tracking.
User can accurately track thier blood
sugar levels,and review all previous entries
easily.
Food database
Users can store fequently consumed
meals and carb amounts, to speed up
entering blood levels.
Privacy.
User can decide when to share their
records with the assigned medical
professional

Conclusion
Ease of use
Easy navigation of application to input
and track readings
Instantaneous
Reading upload to web application is
instantaneously so medical
professionals can access at any time

Implementation

Web Application
I used blazor for the web application, it is
a new technology that replaces writing
java script for c#. (.NET 3.0)
Phone App
I stayed in the mircorsoft stack and used
xamaring forms for the phone
application.
Data
An API sits in between the apps and the
SQL server database writing in .NET
Core.
SQL server is used to manage the data
from both application
Azure
Web App, API and Database are all
hosted on Microsoft Azure Cloud.

Technology

Future
In app chat.
A mecial professional and patient can
chat in real time.
Reminders
A user will be able to set reminders
when they should take a blood level
reading.

Cup CountR
Every Cup Counts

Cup CountR is a mobile application that allows users to scan a QR
code when they purchase a hot drink using their own non-disposable
cup.
Each time a user makes the choice to use their own cup, they are
working towards unlocking achievements.

Implementation

QR Scan: Users can scan QR codes quickly from within the app.
Achievements: Scanning QR codes unlock achievements.
Admin Graphs: Range of graphs returned based on app usage.
Learning Outcomes
First experience developing a mobile application.
Learned how to use React Native, Expo, Node.js, & NoSQL.
Gained experience in developing a distributed architecture.
Gained experience with integrating multiple AWS services.

Architecture & Tech Stack
Backend

Frontend

Development

Future Development

NFC Scan: Use NFC scanning instead of QR codes.
Monetary Rewards: Rewards can be earned through app
Push Notiﬁcations: Admins can send notiﬁcations to users.
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